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Saudi-Iranian tensions escalating as
Houthi missile attack deemed ‘act of war’
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

ensions dramatically escalated in the Arabian
Peninsula, with Saudi
Arabia accusing its archnemesis Iran of “direct
military aggression.”
Saudi Arabia’s frustration with
Iran was clearly conveyed in a
phone
conversation
between
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz and
British Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson on November 7, in which
the crown prince stated: “The involvement of the Iranian regime
in supplying its affiliated Houthi
militias with missiles is a direct
military aggression by the Iranian
regime and could be considered an
act of war against the kingdom,”
the official Saudi Press Agency
(SPA) reported.

The Iran-allied Houthi
rebels vowed more
attacks on Saudi
Arabia and extended
the threat to the
United Arab Emirates.
The latest flare-up of tensions
was triggered November 4 when
a missile targeting King Khalid International Airport in Riyadh was
launched from Houthi-controlled
territory in Yemen. The missile,
said by US officials to be of Iranian origin, was intercepted by the
kingdom’s air defence system.
“There have been Iranian markings on those missiles,” US Air

Force Lieutenant-General Jeffrey
L. Harrigian, commander of the
US Air Forces Central Command
in South-west Asia, said during a
news conference in Dubai. “To me,
that connects the dots to Iran.”
Empowered by missile capabilities they did not possess before
Yemen’s civil war broke out in
2015, the Iran-allied Houthi rebels
vowed more attacks on Saudi Arabia and extended the threat to the
United Arab Emirates.
“All airports, ports, border crossings and areas of any importance
to Saudi Arabia and the UAE will
be a direct target of our weapons,
which is a legitimate right,” the rebels’ political office said in a statement.
The developments left Lebanon
seemingly caught in the crosshairs. Lebanese Prime Minister
Saad Hariri, allied with the Saudis, abruptly resigned November
4 during a visit to Riyadh, throwing the future of the fragile coalition government in Beirut into
question. Hariri blamed Iran and
its Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah, for
creating discord in the region and
cited fears for his life.
Confusion in Lebanese political circles led to claims that Hariri
had been forced to resign and was
being held against his will in Riyadh. That notion was discounted
by Western officials who met with
Hariri in Riyadh and Abu Dhabi.
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait and Bahrain advised their citizens to avoid travelling to Lebanon. This came as a
Saudi national was reported missing and suspected of being kidnapped in Lebanon.
Since his ascension to the throne
in 2015, Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud has adopted an as-

Meeting challenges. A Saudi man walks past posters depicting Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud (R) and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz in Riyadh. 			
(Reuters)
sertive foreign policy that has seen
Riyadh act against Iran’s alleged
meddling in the region.
After Iran struck a nuclear deal
— the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action — with world powers in
2015, Saudi Arabia geared its strategy towards countering Tehran’s
attempts at building influence in
Africa, Asia and Latin America

through military agreements and
economic deals.
The kingdom also introduced
a series of ambitious domestic
reforms, including a recent anticorruption drive that resulted in
the arrest of more than 200 individuals, including current and former ministers and members of the
royal family. The crackdown was

an unprecedented step in a country where influential figures were
long considered outside the reach
of the law.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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CIA documents shed light on bin Laden’s Machiavellian mindset
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

O

sama bin Laden’s 228page
handwritten,
yellow-bound
diary
was among the intelligence pearls of the
vast trove of material seized during the US Navy SEALs’ raid on his
walled compound in Abbottabad,
Pakistan, on May 2, 2011, in which
the al-Qaeda founder was killed.
It provided unique insights into
al-Qaeda’s history and the leadership’s operational planning.
The documents show that bin
Laden had groomed a “new generation” of leaders to replace those
assassinated by the Americans —
among them his son Saad, killed
in a US air strike in Pakistan in July
2009. Saad’s half-brother, Hamza,
now in his late 20s and Osama bin
Laden’s supposed favourite, is apparently being groomed to take
command.
More than that, bin Laden’s diary appears to show that the former al-Qaeda leader considered
political expediency more impor-

Face of terror. A 2015 file picture shows a journalist looking at
documents on bin Laden on the US Office of the Director of National
Intelligence’s website.
				
(AFP)
tant than ideological and religious
convictions.
An example of this Machiavellian perspective was his efforts to
take advantage of the 2011 Libyan
uprising against Libyan dictator
Muammar Qaddafi.
“Tribalism among Libyan jihadists is strong; I’ve never seen anything like it. That’s why when we

address the brothers [in Libya], we
must be careful,” bin Laden wrote.
In Salafism, as well as in other
schools of Islamic thought, tribalism is generally considered
un-Islamic and belonging to aljahiliyyah (the pre-Islamic period of “ignorance”). Bin Laden
was clearly willing to sacrifice
religious orthodoxy to gain a

foothold in Libya.
Another example of such pragmatism was revealed in an audio file of an al-Qaeda operative
known as Abu Muhammad. The
recording narrates how Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi, a notorious al-Qaeda
leader who was killed in 2006 in
Iraq, negotiated with his ideological nemeses — Iranian Shias — to
gain entry to Iraq.
Zarqawi carried out murderous
attacks against Shias in Iraq, despite calls from al-Qaeda leadership in Afghanistan for him to tone
down his zeal.
The ultimate illustration of bin
Laden’s Machiavellian nature,
however, was his cynical marriage
of convenience with Iran.
“Anyone who wants to strike
America, Iran is ready to support
him and help him,” bin Laden noted in 2007. Iran offered al-Qaeda
“money and arms and everything
they need, and offered them training in Hezbollah camps in Lebanon, in return for striking American interests in Saudi Arabia,” he
said.
This was a far cry from the
1980s, when al-Qaeda sided with
the United States to combat the

“godless” Soviet Union. Al-Qaeda
considered that strategy to be in
conformity with Islam at the time
since Americans — unlike Soviets
— were among the “People of the
Book,” an Islamic expression that
includes Christians and Jews.

The ultimate
illustration of bin
Laden’s Machiavellian
nature, however, was
his cynical marriage of
convenience with Iran.
While Shias remain a key target of al-Qaeda, its marriage of
convenience with Iran was instrumental in transforming the
United States into the terrorist organisation’s nemesis, determining
the course of events for a long time
to come.
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy
Managing Editor and Online
Editor of The Arab Weekly.
Ed Blanche, analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly, contributed
to this report.
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Saudi-Iranian tensions

Houthi missile
attack ratchets
up Saudi-Iranian
tensions
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

ensions between Saudi
Arabia and Iran escalated
with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz blaming
Tehran over the recent ballistic
missile fired at Riyadh by Yemen’s
Iran-backed Houthi rebels.
In a telephone call with British
Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson,

Iran cannot lob
missiles at Saudi
cities and towns
and expect us
not to take steps.

Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir

Crown Prince Mohammed accused
Iran of direct military aggression
against Saudi Arabia.
“The involvement of the Iranian
regime in supplying its affiliated
Houthi militias with missiles is a
direct military aggression by the
Iranian regime and could be considered an act of war against the
kingdom,” the crown prince said
in a report by the official Saudi
Press Agency.
Saudi air defences intercepted
a ballistic missile fired November 4 from Houthi-controlled areas of Yemen. The missile was destroyed near what is believed to
be its intended target, King Khalid
International Airport, on Riyadh’s
northern outskirts.
The Houthis also threatened to
attack Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. “All airports,
ports, border crossings and areas
of any importance to Saudi Arabia
and the UAE will be a direct target of our weapons, which is a legitimate right,” the Houthi rebels’
political office said in a statement.
A report in the Iranian hard-line
daily Kayhan suggested that the
Tehran-sponsored Yemeni militia
would target other Saudi cities
or “change the direction of their
missiles to the shiny and brittle
port of Dubai.”
The White House lauded the
kingdom for exposing Iran’s support for the Houthi militia and
called on the United Nations to
consider evidence of Iran’s support for the rebel group. Iran’s
arming of the militia in Yemen is
well-documented, however.
A 2015 UN report stated that
Iran’s arming of Houthi rebels

Dangerous escalation. A video grab shows what is purported to be the launch by Houthi forces of a
ballistic missile aimed at Riyadh’s King Khalid International Airport, on November 4.
(Reuters)
dates to 2009, the early years of
their insurgency. The report, by a
panel of experts and presented to
the UN Security Council, included
findings of an investigation into
the 2013 seizure by Yemeni authorities of an Iranian ship, the
Jihan, which was found carrying
weapons.
The information in the report
“suggests that the Jihan case follows a pattern of arms shipments
to Yemen by sea that can be
traced back to at least 2009,” said
the document seen by Agence
France-Presse.
A Reuters report last March said
that Iranian Major-General Qassem Soleimani, leader of al-Quds
Force, the external arm of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC), met with top Iranian military officials to find ways to empower rebels in Yemen.
The report revealed that the
IRGC had increased arms and logistics support to the militia in a
strategy that mirrors its support
for its Lebanese proxy Hezbollah
during the war in Syria.

“At this meeting, they agreed
to increase the amount of help,
through training, arms and financial support,” an Iranian official
told Reuters, adding that “Yemen
is where the real proxy war is going on and winning the battle in
Yemen will help define the balance of power in the Middle East.”
In an interview with CNN, Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir
reiterated the kingdom’s position
on Iran’s support for the militia in
Yemen. “We see this as an act of
war,” he said.
“Iran cannot lob missiles at
Saudi cities and towns and expect
us not to take steps,” Jubeir said,
citing Article 51 of the UN Charter, which outlines conditions in
which a country can engage in
self-defence.
“It was an Iranian missile,
launched by Hezbollah, from territory occupied by the Houthis in
Yemen,” he added.
Gulf analysts said the kingdom
has several options for how to
move forward.
Writing in the pan-Arab daily

Asharq
Al-Awsat,
Abdulrahman al-Rashed, the former general manager of Al Arabiya News
Channel, said Iran was forcing its
rivals to either direct confrontation with the Iranian regime or
the creation and support of regional forces for a proxy war with
Iran.
The likelihood of a direct confrontation is slim, said Rashed,
except in the case of self-defence
stemming from a direct attack. He
added that the second option of
supporting proxy groups in neighbouring countries would be more
viable.
A Saudi-led military coalition
in support of the internationally recognised government has
been at war with the Iran-backed
Houthis for more than two years.
The failed missile strike on Riyadh led to the Saudi-led coalition
temporarily closing all of Yemen’s
land and sea border crossings and
airports. Riyadh offered a reward
for information leading to the
arrest of 40 wanted individuals
from the Houthi movement.

GCC-Lebanese relations tumble
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

F

ollowing the abrupt resignation of Lebanese Prime
Minister Saad Hariri, relations between Lebanon
and its traditional benefactor Saudi Arabia have gone from
bad to worse, with Riyadh ordering
its nationals to leave Lebanon.
“Due to the situations in the
Republic of Lebanon, an official
source at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that the Saudi nationals visiting or residing in Lebanon
are asked to leave the country as
soon as possible,” said a statement
by the Saudi government, which
advised Saudi nationals to avoid
travelling to Lebanon from other
destinations.
Other Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) members followed Riyadh’s
lead and the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain and Kuwait called on their
citizens to leave Lebanon immediately.
The travel directive coupled
with Hariri’s resignation affected
Lebanon’s fragile political landscape. Saudi officials blamed Iran’s
proxy group Hezbollah in Lebanon
for the deteriorating situation.
Saudi Minister of State for Gulf
Affairs Thamer al-Sabhan told Saudi-owned Al Arabiya TV that Hezbollah’s “aggression” amounted to
a “declaration of war” by Lebanon.
He said the Lebanese government

would “be dealt with as a government declaring war on Saudi Arabia,” due to its allowing Hezbollah
to operate unchecked.
Sabhan said that, during a meeting with Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud, Hariri “was
informed of how critical the current phase is in the region and in
Lebanon, as well as the aggression
against Saudi Arabia by Lebanese
group the party of Satan (Hezbollah).”
“He has been told that such acts
are being considered as a declaration of war on Saudi Arabia by
Lebanon and by [Hezbollah],” Sabhan said, adding that Saudi Arabia
would act accordingly, without
elaborating further.
Hariri announced his resignation
as Lebanon’s prime minister in a
speech November 4 from Riyadh.
Rumours from Hezbollah and its
media organs that Hariri was under house arrest as part of the Saudi anti-corruption campaign were
put to rest after Hariri travelled to
the United Arab Emirates to meet

Lebanese living in
GCC countries
expressed concern
that the dispute
might lead to a
forced exodus from
the region.

with Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan.
A media representative said
Hariri also met with Western diplomats in Riyadh, including French
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia François Gouyette and British Ambassador to Saudi Arabia Simon Collis.
Lebanese living in GCC countries
expressed concern that the dispute
might lead to a forced exodus from
the region. An estimated 156,000
Lebanese live in the UAE.
This is not the first time relations
between Riyadh and Beirut have
soured. In 2016, ties between the
two countries plummeted after
Lebanese Foreign Minister Gebran
Bassil, a political ally of Hezbollah, refused to vote on a joint Arab
statement condemning an attack
on the Saudi diplomatic mission in
Iran.
Consequently, some GCC members banned their citizens from
travelling to Lebanon and reduced
their diplomatic presence in Beirut. Saudi Arabia cancelled a $3 billion military aid package intended
for the Lebanese Army. All six GCC
members designated Hezbollah
a terrorist organisation and sanctioned some of its figures.
Relations improved after a deal
was brokered in which Hezbollah-allied Michel Aoun became
president of Lebanon in October
2016 under the condition that
Hariri return as prime minister.
This was followed by the kingdom appointing an ambassador to
Lebanon in February.

Serious rupture. An Emirati Etihad Airways’ Boeing 787 airliner
takes off from Beirut International Airport, on November 10.		
							
(AFP)
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John Kemp
is a Reuters market analyst. This article was distributed by Reuters.

Saudi purge takes kingdom
into unpredictable new era

T

he wave of arrests and
ministerial changes
in Saudi Arabia
has fundamentally
transformed the
structure of the state as
it has existed since the 1960s.
Saudi Arabia has practised a
form of collective leadership since
the death of the founder King
Abdulaziz Al Saud in 1953 and
especially since the abdication of
his son King Saud bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud in 1964. The crown has
descended among the younger
sons of Abdulaziz, with each son
and his family tending to control
one element of the state.
Prince Saud bin Faisal bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and then his son
controlled the foreign ministry
for decades. Prince Sultan bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud controlled the
defence ministry; Prince Nayef
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, the interior
ministry and security forces.
Prince Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud controlled the National
Guard, a well-armed militia
recruited from the royal family’s traditional tribal supporters. Prince Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud served as governor of
Riyadh.
The system was intended to
avoid the concentration of too
much power in any one branch of
the family and give all the sons of
the founding king a stake in it.
While formal power has always
resided with the monarch, in
practice the king was expected to
consult with other senior members of the royal family and rule
by consensus.
The Saudi system of government has been more prime-ministerial than presidential.
In fact, the king has always been
concurrently the prime minister,
while the crown prince has served
as deputy prime minister and
other senior princes have served
as ministers in a formal cabinet.
The system, however, has been
fundamentally altered in many
important ways since the death of
King Abdullah and the accession
of King Salman in 2015. King Abdullah was predeceased by both
his intended successors, Prince
Sultan and Prince Nayef, so the
crown passed to Prince Salman.
Prince Muqrin bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud, an even younger son of King
Abdulaziz, was designated crown
prince and heir apparent but had
little institutional power or influence within the royal family.
Prince Muqrin was replaced a
few months later by Mohammed
bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz, one of
the sons of Prince Nayef, who had
inherited control of the Interior
Ministry and the security forces
from his late father.
Prince Mohammed bin Nayef
was replaced as crown prince by
the king’s son, Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz, in 2017.
Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman had already become
defence minister, thereby ending
the control that Sultan’s family
had previously exercised over the
armed forces.
With the removal of Mohammed bin Nayef as crown prince
and interior minister, the Nayef
family’s control of the Interior
Ministry was effectively ended.
The last remaining power ministry was the National Guard, where
control had been inherited by
King Abdullah’s son Prince Miteb
bin Abdullah bin Abdulaziz.

So the decision to remove
Prince Miteb eliminated the last
remaining independent power
base within the royal family.
For the first time, all three power ministries — defence, interior
and National Guard — are under
the direct control of one branch of
the royal family.
Personnel changes for lowerranked cabinet positions, subcabinet posts and provincial
governors over the last three
years have removed independent
power brokers and reinforced the
concentration of power.
Control over all elements of the
state has steadily consolidated
power in the hands of King Salman and Crown Prince Mohammed.
Saudi Arabia’s internal power
dynamics are also changing in
other important ways.
The cardinal rule has always
been that disputes are settled quietly within the royal family, without the involvement of outsiders.
Princes were expected to show
loyalty to the king and avoid overt
calls for change in the system. In
exchange, their personal security
and wealth were respected.
Ostentatious displays of wealth
were discouraged and occasionally censured but, for the most
part, princes have been free to
accumulate money and business
interests.
However, in a fundamental
breach with past practice, King
Salman and his son have launched
an anti-corruption campaign and
arrested ministers and officials
suspected of taking bribes and
embezzlement.

Corruption has
been rife in Saudi
Arabia for
decades and has
drained fabulous
amounts of
wealth from the
state into private
hands

The progressive removal of
senior princes from government
over the last three years and now
the wave of arrests of princes and
ministers are jeopardising the
safety and wealth of royal family
members for the first time.
Corruption has been rife in
Saudi Arabia for decades and
has drained fabulous amounts of
wealth from the state into private
hands, with much of it ending
up abroad. Corruption, however,
exists as part of a vast patronage
system that ties together the royal
family, the state bureaucracy and
large parts of society in patronclient networks.
The anti-corruption campaign
and decision to arrest senior
ministers and even princes are
targeting the very structure of the
Saudi state.

Whether this is a good thing
depends on point of view. Powersharing and clientelism have
underpinned the stability of the
Saudi state and are blamed for its
inability to change and adapt.
Saudi Arabia’s high birth-rate
and declining infant mortality
have seen a surge in the population over the last four decades
with the result that most of the
population is under 30 years old.
The biggest social and economic
challenge for the kingdom is finding enough well-paid jobs for the
hundreds of thousands of young
Saudis entering the workforce
each year. Unemployment and under-employment are widespread,
as is frustration with the fierce
system of social and religious
controls introduced after the siege
at the Grand Mosque in Mecca by
Islamist militants in 1979.
As part of his bid to consolidate
power, Crown Prince Mohammed
has explicitly courted support
from younger Saudis with promises of social liberalisation, jobs
and faster change.
The anti-corruption campaign
is likely to be very popular with
younger Saudis frustrated by
stagnating economic opportunities but it threatens much of the
country’s business, political and
social establishment.
In any political system, anti-corruption campaigns are a powerful
way to bid for popular support to
settle intra-elite battles. In ancient
Rome, rulers used corruption
charges to eliminate enemies.
England’s King Henry VIII used
corruption charges against his
powerful minister Cardinal Wolsey and the monasteries.
Chinese President Xi Jinping
successfully used anti-corruption
to reshape China’s Communist
Party and US President Donald
Trump is trying his own version with promises to “drain the
swamp.”
The concentration of so much
power in Saudi Arabia in one
branch of the royal family introduces a new dynamic to the country’s government and heightens
risk, though it also makes bold
reforms more likely.
Recent events have sidelined
other branches of the family and
threatened their security, so the
crown prince has made many
enemies, though he may also have
reduced their power to challenge
him.
Collective leadership has been
replaced by a much more personal
form of rule, which also means
that the crown prince will be held
personally accountable for the
government’s performance.
If the crown prince’s economic
and social transformation plan
was to falter, his control would be
at greater risk. The Saudi state,
therefore, needs a swift return to
economic growth and job creation.
In terms of oil policy, the Saudi
state can ill-afford another decline
in prices, decline in oil revenues
and resumption of austerity.
The Saudi state’s existing
preference for $70 oil (even at the
risk of reviving US shale production) rather than $50 oil (and risk
a return to austerity) will become
more pronounced.
Given the delicate political and
economic context, Saudi Arabia
will prefer to risk tightening the
oil market too much rather than
too little.

Big news. A Saudi man reads a newspaper in Riyadh, on November 5.
(Reuters)

Riyadh pursues major
anti-corruption drive
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

audi Arabia has launched
a crackdown on corruption seeking to hold both
average citizens and royalty accountable.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud issued a royal decree November 4 forming an anti-corruption task force to be overseen
by Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz. It has the
jurisdiction to “investigate, issue
arrest warrants, travel bans and
freeze accounts and portfolios,”
a statement carried by the official
Saudi Press Agency said.
Prominent members of Saudi
society, including members of the
royal family, former ministers and
high-profile businessmen were arrested on corruption charges.
The arrests came after a threeyear investigation and more arrests were expected.

Wide support for
government drive
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

ince the announcement
of the crackdown on
corruption, there were
widespread expressions
of support for the Saudi
government’s drive.
On social media, where many
of the identities of those under
investigation were first revealed,
Saudis voiced overwhelming
support for the move, with the
hashtag “King fights corruption”
shared approximately 1.4 million times on Twitter in the first
day, the BBC reported.
Social media users compared
the arrests to the 2011 “Arab
spring”-inspired protests that
swept the Middle East, launching the hashtag “November 4
Revolution,” which was forwarded more than 62,000 times
in one day.
Saudi news media threw their
support behind the arrests, with
editorials, reports and cartoons
appearing in publications such
as Al-Riyadh and Al-Hayat hailing the anti-corruption campaign.
Members of the Council of
Senior Scholars and Ministry of
Religious Endowments scholars described the government’s
moves as compliant with Islam.
The head of the governmentsponsored human rights body,
Bandar Mohammed al-Aiban,
called the anti-corruption drive:
“A solid barrier protecting human rights, since corruption
ends up damaging these rights.”

The investigation extended
beyond Saudi Arabia’s borders,
with what appears to be Riyadh
requesting information from the
United Arab Emirates. The UAE
Central Bank froze bank accounts
belonging to 19 Saudis under investigation, a Reuters report stated.
Saudi-owned Al Arabiya news
channel reported that 11 princes,
a dozen former ministers and four
current ministers had been detained in an anti-graft investigation.
The list of those arrested read
like a Who’s Who of Saudi powerbrokers and included the head
of the kingdom’s National Guard,
Prince Mutaib bin Abdullah, who
was removed from his position the
same day of his detention; billionaire Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal,
who was held on money laundering charges; and Economy Minister Adel Fakieh, who was also
sacked on the day of his arrest.
“What happened is not the beginning but the end of the first
phase of our efforts to fight corruption,” said Saud al-Mojeb, the
public prosecutor in charge of the
anti-corruption investigation, in
an interview with the pan-Arab
daily Asharq al-Awsat.
“Anti-corruption laws are already in place and the announcement that those individuals were
held for questioning is the result
of an initial investigation by the
anti-corruption task force,” he
said, adding that it was necessary
to complete the first phase discreetly to preserve the integrity of
the legal proceedings.
Mojeb later stated that more
than $100 billion had been misappropriated in recent decades and
that more than 200 individuals
had been questioned.
Those under investigation will
have their assets frozen, with efforts made to return any ill-gotten
funds to the state.
There were fears in Saudi business circles that freezing accounts
tied to the investigation would
hurt the country’s economy; however Mojeb said that neither business transactions nor commercial
activities would be affected by the
investigation.
US President Donald Trump
threw his support behind the
Saudi anti-corruption initiative,
posting on Twitter: “I have great
confidence in King Salman and
the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia,
they know exactly what they are
doing.”
“Some of those they are harshly
treating have been ‘milking’ their
country for years!” he added.
According to a study by the US
National Bureau of Economic Research, quoted by Reuters, Saudis have the equivalent of more
than 55% of the country’s gross
domestic product in foreign tax
havens, with total amounts of
such accounts estimated to exceed
$300 billion.
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Lebanon watches and waits as regional powers circle
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

L

ebanon and Saudi Arabia
are likely heading for a fullblown crisis following the
resignation of Lebanese
Prime Minister Saad Hariri
as the tiny Mediterranean country
finds itself dragged into the bitter
regional confrontation between an
expansionist Iran and a newly bullish Saudi Arabia.
The initial victim of Riyadh’s
tough new policy towards Lebanon
is Hariri, who appears to have been
compelled to step down by his erstwhile Saudi backers while on an unannounced visit to Saudi Arabia.
Sources close to Hariri and the
Saudi leadership said Riyadh — or
more specifically Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
— had lost patience with Hariri’s
apparently accommodating stance
towards Hezbollah.
Hariri has repeatedly stated that
his priority is to maintain political,
sectarian and economic stability in
Lebanon, even if that compels him
to compromise with Hezbollah. The
Saudis, however, appear to believe
the arrangement is one-sided with
Hezbollah dominating and showing
little effort to reciprocate.
“The [political] losses [in Lebanon] from its patronage of Hariri
have become unbearable [for the
Saudis],” Imad Salamey, an associate professor of political science
at the Lebanese American University in Beirut said by phone. Even
though the Hariri resignation could
herald turbulent times for the
country, Salamey added, “the consequence for Lebanon is something
beyond Saudi interests.”
That sense of frustration with
Hariri reflects Saudi Arabia’s changing attitude towards Lebanon since
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
ascended the throne on the death
of his half-brother King Abdullah
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in January
2015. King Abdullah had a special affection for Lebanon and the Hariri
family. Saad Hariri was the Saudi’s
main Sunni interlocutor in Lebanon
during King Abdullah’s reign.
However, King Salman and
Crown Prince Mohammed distanced the kingdom from Lebanon,
preferring to focus on domestic developments, the war in Syria and,
within two months of King Salman’s accession to the throne, the
conflict in Yemen. For the Saudis,
Lebanon, given the presence and
influence of Hezbollah, was viewed

Wait-and-see mode. Workers hang a poster of outgoing Prime Minister Saad Hariri with Arabic words
that read “We are all Saad” on a seaside street in Beirut, on November 9. 			
(AP)
solely through the lens of its confrontation with Iran.
It is unclear whether Hariri will
return to Lebanon and under what
conditions set by the Saudi leadership. If Hariri is being pressured to
return to mount a direct and open
challenge to Hezbollah, he would
likely fail and possibly plunge the
country into more strife and political deadlock.
If Hariri stays away from Lebanon, it would probably spell the end
of his political career. Many Lebanese analysts saw his return to the
premiership a year ago as a last attempt to rebuild his waning political
stock. While the humiliating nature
of his resignation has earned him a
modicum of sympathy, it is difficult
to see how he can revive his political fortunes from outside Lebanon.
As for Hezbollah, Hassan Nasrallah, the party’s leader, struck a
calm and almost sympathetic tone
in a speech in response to Hariri’s
resignation, squarely blaming Saudi Arabia for forcing the Lebanese
prime minister’s hand.

Hariri’s resignation
does neither weaken
Hezbollah’s bargaining
hand nor improve his
chances at exacting
significant concessions
from Hezbollah.

Randa Slim, a Hezbollah
expert at the Middle East
Institute in Washington

Hariri was useful to Hezbollah as
a prominent Lebanese Sunni who
could serve as prime minister with
some credibility and did not present an obstacle to the movement.
If Hariri does not return to the premiership, it could be difficult to
find another credible Sunni leader
willing to risk the wrath of a belligerent Riyadh by cooperating with
Hezbollah in government. Hezbollah, as the dominant political force
in the country, can weather a prolonged constitutional and political
crisis, as it has done in the past.
“From Hezbollah’s perspective,
[Hariri’s resignation] is an amateurish move and they will for the time
being decide to outwit it, betting
this is all their opponents have,”
Randa Slim, a Hezbollah expert at
the Middle East Institute in Washington, said in e-mailed comments.
“Hariri’s manoeuvring room is
limited to start with. His resignation does neither weaken Hezbollah’s bargaining hand nor improve
his chances at exacting significant
concessions from Hezbollah, espe-

cially at a time the latter feels victorious in a battle in Syria that pitted
it against a coalition of regional and
international powers.”
With Hariri absent, Lebanon is in
a nervous wait-and-see mode. Nasrallah’s call for calm eased fears that
Hariri’s resignation could trigger intra-Muslim clashes in the streets of
Beirut. Even the persistent speculation that Israel and Hezbollah are
close to all-out war has dissipated
— slightly — by the developments in
Saudi Arabia. Israel will not unilaterally launch a war against Hezbollah to satisfy Saudi interests.
Instead, Israel is likely to watch
Riyadh cautiously to see what
measures the Saudis will take
against Lebanon and Hezbollah.
Some in Lebanon, including senior people in Hariri’s own Future
Movement party, fear that Saudi
Arabia is about to use the economic
weapon against Lebanon in what
will be a quixotic effort to turn the
Lebanese against Hezbollah.
“Lebanon is going to be the new
Qatar,” said a Future Movement MP
bleakly, meaning Saudi Arabia will
impose a financial and economic
blockade on Lebanon like the one
against Qatar.
This could entail the withdrawal of Saudi funds from Lebanese
banks, the scaling back or cancellation of flights between Riyadh
and Beirut, the expulsion of Lebanese working in Saudi Arabia and
the imposition of sanctions against
any Lebanese dealing with Hezbollah. Several Lebanese businessmen
are under arrest in Saudi Arabia,
caught up in the anti-corruption
drive that has netted dozens of
royal family members and leading
businessmen.
In what could be an opening shot,
the Saudi government on November 9 requested all its citizens leave
Lebanon, the Saudi Al Arabiya television channel reported.
Although the effects of an economic blockade could have calamitous results for Lebanon, Saudi
Arabia’s hostility towards Iran will
quash any misgivings at bringing
Lebanon to its knees. Sources close
to the Saudi leadership said the
latest moves by Riyadh have the
unequivocal backing of the White
House, which shares Saudi Arabia’s
enmity towards Iran and supports a
more aggressive policy against the
Islamic Republic
Nicholas Blanford is the author
of “Warriors of God: Inside
Hezbollah’s Thirty-Year Struggle
Against Israel” (Random House
2011).
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As Lebanon looks
internally for the
answers for
Hariri’s departure,
it omits the wider
world in which
it exists.

I

f you live long enough, nothing
will surprise you. So it was that
when Lebanese Prime Minister
Saad Hariri resigned during an
unannounced visit to Saudi
Arabia, few within Lebanon’s
political society, already scarred by
war and bruised by civil strife, were
truly shocked.
However, like seagulls following a trawler, speculation trailed
Hariri’s stepping down. For some,
his departure points to the renewed
vigour and direction of Saudi
Arabia’s foreign policy. For others,
as they seek the public stage to
bemoan the seemingly forced exit
of one of Lebanon’s most prominent
politicians, they secretly mourn the
loss of a political watchdog who had
assumed the role of silent partner.
For a public beset by corruption, a
failing economy and civil unrest, the
country’s long-promised elections
stand as a desperate, if diminishing,
respite from the uncertainty of the
present.
On the surface, Hariri’s resignation November 4 led many to
believe that it had been forced by
his Saudi patrons, who gave him no
choice but to announce the dissolution of his alliance with Lebanese

President Michel Aoun, a Hezbollah
ally, in such dramatic fashion. At
the time of their union, the political
marriage between Hariri and Aoun
had been touted as having been
undertaken with the blessing of the
international community, including Hariri’s sponsors in Riyadh and
Hezbollah’s allies in Tehran.
However, like an errant husband,
Hezbollah soon strayed, committing
to hostile action in Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
and increasing its military commitment to Bashar Assad in Syria.
While Aoun was keen to explain and
justify these actions, Hariri stood
silent.
Lebanese political activist Lokman Slim said he sees Hariri’s departure as emblematic of larger changes
taking place across the region and,
principally, in Saudi policy towards
Lebanon. “Essentially Saad Hariri
lost his political purchasing power
as an ally to the Saudis,” Slim said,
“especially after he proved useless
in standing up to Hezbollah and its
hostile acts.”
Slim characterised the new Saudi
policy as a shift from “its former
practice of outsourcing its Lebanese agenda to local Sunni families

and actors,” saying they have now
“opted to do it themselves and thus
Hariri has been downgraded to a
tool rather than a political contractor.”
Ironically, those who most publicly mourned Hariri’s departure were
the same factions whose ambitions
his position had been intended to
check, namely Aoun and Hezbollah
Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah.
Behind their crocodile tears lies the
inescapable fact that both Aoun and
Iran’s other Lebanese allies had lost
the Sunni cover that Hariri and his
political career had afforded them.
As Lebanon looks internally for
the answers for Hariri’s departure,
it omits the wider world in which
it exists and the Saudi petrodollars
that have been keeping it afloat for
years with little or nothing offered
in return. If anything, Hariri’s departure has proven that it is not enough
to simply stay silent and look to the
international community to check
Hezbollah and Iran’s expansion
when the expectation is that these
things must be opposed and opposed publicly.
Looking forward, many of the
Lebanese factions say that Hariri’s
resignation, despite its magni-

tude, can be sidestepped and a
new government formed. Many of
the proponents of this school fail
to recognise that a more sensible
direction is to allow Hariri’s government to execute its caretaker duties
and carry the country towards the
election of a much-needed new
parliament.
Khalil Gebara, the interior
minister’s adviser for election affairs, said: “We at the ministry are
capable of running the elections on
time, provided all factions concerned have the political will to see
it through.”
Gebara, who previously served on
Hariri’s team, added that “despite
the many logistical and political
challenges of parliamentary elections, it might still be easier to
conduct than trying to conjure up a
new weaker cabinet.”
Hariri’s resignation and all that
went into its details unquestionably
mark a watershed moment in the
history of Lebanon. However, rather
than worrying about where Hariri
is and what happened with him in
Riyadh, the Lebanese are better asking themselves where the Lebanese
state is and how can we bring it back
from its local and regional captors.
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Sochi talks already a non-starter
Putin and Trump
commit to political
solution in Syria
The Arab Weekly staff

London

U
Precarious phase. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (R) and his Syrian counterpart Walid Muallem (L) attend talks at the Black Sea
resort of Sochi, Russia, last October. 									
(AP)

Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he National Dialogue Conference scheduled for November 18 in Sochi, Russia, might be postponed
due to a surprisingly high
number of early apologies from
ranking members of the Syrian opposition.
The two-day congress was the
brainchild of Russian President
Vladimir Putin and seen by many
as a soft alternative to the UN-mandated Geneva process, which the
Kremlin was never too enthusiastic
about.
Putin started toying with the idea
of a Russian-made conference in
early October, hoping to bring 1,300
Syrian delegates to his favourite
resort on the Red Sea, where they
would discuss a settlement tailormade to his liking. Three backto-back Sochi talks would follow,
giving political substance to the
technical Astana talks started by
Russia, Iran and Turkey in May. It
seemed like a perfect and spectacular show for the Russian president
— a golden opportunity to tell the
world: “I am in charge of Syria now
and I hammer out endgames fit to
my liking.”
Charter flights were being prepared to fly the government delegation with parliamentarians and

cabinet ministers to Moscow and
then to Sochi and back, escorted by
heavy media attendance.
Somewhere along the way, something went wrong. At least two
heavyweight groups in the Syrian
opposition have rejected the conference: The Riyadh-backed High
Negotiations Committee and the
Istanbul-based Syrian National Coalition. With no regional support,
Sochi will fail or fizzle out like all
similar Syria peace initiatives since
2011.
Not a single Islamic party was
invited to the Sochi talks, certainly
not the powerful Muslim Brotherhood, leaving the participation
looking increasingly disconnected
from what the Syrian street looks
like.
The Russian Foreign Ministry
published a list of 33 political entities that received invitations for
Sochi, 18 of them being groups from
inside Syria. Only the Ba’ath Party
and its two allies, the Syrian Communist Party and the Syrian Social
Nationalist Party, have a real power
base. Other parties on the invitee
list were either regime-created or
regime-friendly, making the conference, armed opposition commander Mohammad Alloush said,
“dialogue between the regime and
the regime.”
Other influential players expected
to attend the conference were the
home-grown National Coordination
Committees and a handful of Kurd-

ish groups that control of all Kurdish territory east of the Euphrates
River.
For now, the decision in Moscow
is to put off the conference, rather
than call it off altogether, waiting until after the opposition has
its second convention in Riyadh
on November 15 and after the next
round of Geneva talks kick off on
November 28. Russian diplomats
are working around the clock to
convince boycotting parties to attend, promising that this convention will be different from everything else but this does not seem to
be working because neither Syrian
players nor their regional backers
are convinced.
A breakthrough might happen
if Putin meets with US President
Donald Trump in Vietnam on the
margins of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference.
The last time the two leaders met
was in July, when they agreed on a
de-conflict zone for southern Syria,
manned by 1,000 Russian military
police, aimed at freeing both the
Syrian-Israeli and Syrian-Jordanian

Moscow is under
increasing pressure
from the United States
to come up with a
sustainable and
credible political
process in Syria.

borders from Hezbollah influence.
They might agree again on something big this time but if they don’t
then Sochi is off — at least for now.
Moscow is under increasing pressure from the United States to come
up with a sustainable and credible
political process in Syria now that
its war on terror is coming to an end.
The Trump administration does not
really care what that endgame entails if it includes eradication of the
Islamic State (ISIS), empowerment
of Syrian Kurds and clipping the
wings of Iran.
Russian officials have presented
their Syrian allies with a two-page
document outlining their vision
for Sochi — a process that leads to
“political reform” rather than using the word “transition.” Syrian
negotiators would need to agree
on creating a constitutional assembly to discard, amend or adopt the
Russian-proposed charter and to
hold presidential and parliamentary
elections, under UN supervision.
Damascus nodded to parliamentary elections while Moscow stressed
presidential ones as well that are
free and open with no restrictions
on Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
ability to seek re-election — something, of course, that Saudi Arabia
will not approve and that, seemingly, Putin was unable to talk Saudi
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
into when the two leaders met in
Moscow in October.
Although neither Iran nor Tur-

S President Donald
Trump and Russian
President Vladimir Putin agreed to continue
fighting the Islamic
State (ISIS) while a political solution to Syria’s war was sought.
The pair met on three brief occasions during the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation summit in
Vietnam.
“We agreed very quickly,”
Trump said on Air Force One after
the summit, on November 11. “It’s
going to save tremendous numbers of lives.”
“We seem to have a very good
feeling for each other and a good
relationship considering we don’t
know each other well,” Trump
said.
A formal statement released by
the Kremlin confirmed that Putin
and Trump “agreed that the conflict in Syria has no military solution.” It also spoke of their “determination” to defeat ISIS and called
on all parties to participate in the
Geneva peace process.
Russia’s Interfax news agency
reported that both leaders committed to maintaining existing
Russian-US military channels of
communication to avoid “serious
incidents involving the forces of
partners combating ISIS.”
The formal bilateral meeting
that had been expected to take
place between Putin and Trump
during the summit had not occurred due to scheduling differences, Putin later said.

key has opposed the Sochi talks,
neither has embraced them either.
Nor have the United States, France
or Great Britain and certainly not
Saudi Arabia or the United Nations.
All seem to believe they are slowly
being squeezed out of the political
process, taking the role of advisers
to Putin rather than stakeholders.
At best, they are being given a share
of the territorial spoils but always to
share with Moscow, never to reign
alone. None of them are happy with
that.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under
the Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).

ISIS’s last stronghold falls, crucial role played by pro-Iran forces
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

W

ith the capture of the
border town of Abu
Kamal, the Syrian regime and its international backers look to
have taken the last redoubt in Syria
of the Islamic State (ISIS). But the
distant threat of further conflict with
the US-backed Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) and Turkey looms.
The seizure of ISIS’s final Syrian
stronghold came as more of a whimper than a bang, with the UK-based
Syrian Observatory of Human Rights
reporting that regime militias established a corridor out of the town for
jihadists to retreat into the empty
lands of Deir ez-Zor governorate and
the waiting SDF.
“The last stronghold of Daesh
(ISIS), Abu Kamal, is free of the
Daesh organisation,” an unidentified commander in the regime’s military alliance was quoted by Reuters
as saying, using an Arabic acronym
for the Islamic State.

Hezbollah, he continued, had
proven itself “the foundation in the
battle of Abu Kamal.” He said hundreds of the elite forces of the Iranbacked Shia group took part in the
battle.
With ISIS hobbled, there are signs
that the Damascus regime is shifting
its attention to Turkish positions in
northern Syria, as well as the precarious fate of the US-backed Kurds.
Speaking to Lebanese TV channel,
al-Mayadeen, senior adviser to the
Assad regime Bouthaina Shaaban
characterised US and Turkish forces
within Syria as “illegal invaders.”
“Turkey today is a coloniser country, its forces on our soil are illegal,
just as the American forces are on
our soil illegally,” she said. “We will
deal with this issue as we deal with
any illegal invader force on our
lands.”
However, after seven years of warfare, few are confident the regime is
preparing itself for conflict with a
major power.
“No one’s looking to start a fight
right now,” RAND Corporation political analyst Ben Connable said in
a telephone interview. “However,

anything could happen. You’ve got
a pretty toxic mix of people there
and let’s not forget other jihadist
groups within the disputed areas,
such as Ahrar al-Sham… Anyone
who predicts what might happen
in the next three weeks really is
taking a chance.”
Precisely how many Turkish and
US troops are present within Syria is
unclear.
A convoy of Turkish armoured
vehicles entered Idlib province in
northern Syria in early October, ostensibly to police the de-escalation
zone agreed there by Turkey, Russia
and Iran.
The United States first officially deployed troops in support of
Kurdish forces in Syria in 2016. The
Trump administration has admitted
to 503 soldiers being in the country
but the Washington Post reported in

With ISIS hobbled,
there are signs that the
Damascus regime is
shifting its attention to
Turkish positions in
northern Syria.

late October that a US general said
there could be as many as 4,000
US service personnel supporting
the Kurdish-dominated SDF. Either
way, any confrontation between the
forces stands to be significant.
Other than the regime and its allies, the SDF has proven itself the
only force within Syria capable of
checking ISIS’s ambitions, seizing
the jihadist group’s self-declared
capital of Raqqa in October. At the
time, the SDF was keen to talk of
the city as falling within a potential Kurdish homeland, a possibility
hinted at by the Syrian foreign minister in September.
However, with the war’s impetus
shifting away from the Kurds and
their American allies in favour of the
regime, notions of a Kurdish homeland within a federal Syria look less
likely.
“Everything is up to the Syrians
and to discussions between Syrians
and there cannot be a discussion on
the division or cutting up of a part of
the country or on so-called federalism,” Shaaban said to al-Mayadeen.
Pointing to the Kurdish region of
Kirkuk in Iraqi Kurdistan, which was

swiftly reclaimed by Baghdad with
the tacit support of Iran and Turkey after a Kurdish independence
referendum, Shaaban said its fate
“should be a lesson.”
While Kirkuk does serve as an
analogy for Kurdish ambitions within Syria, its application is limited.
“In Iraq, you really have a strong
central state that can do that (take
and hold Kirkuk),” Connable said.
“In Syria, we’re a long way off that.
You’ve also got to consider just the
sheer exhaustion of the participants. It’s really not clear if they’re
ready for a fresh fight.”
With the Assad regime emboldened, there are few certainties in
Syria and assumptions by Ankara,
Washington and the Kurds of the
Rojava seem far less certain.
Elsewhere, as Saudi Arabia carves
out a new course for itself across the
region, what ground it and its proxies might be willing to cede to Iran
and its allies in Syria remains a matter of conjecture.
Simon Speakman Cordall is the
Syria/Lebanon Section Editor for
The Arab Weekly.
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Iran’s dangerous game

T

hese are testing times for the region.
Four Gulf countries have asked their
citizens to leave Lebanon amid rising
tensions between Saudi Arabia and
Iran over the latter’s role in Lebanon
and Yemen. What happens next with
the crisis over Lebanon remains to
be seen but in Yemen, at least, the path forward is
clear. Iran must stop its increasingly brazen
support to Yemen’s Houthi militias.
The latest dangerous consequence of Iran’s
cynical actions became all too apparent on
November 4. The Houthis, emboldened by the
steady flow of lethal weapons and incendiary
ideas from Tehran, attempted to export the
Yemen war to Saudi Arabia by lobbing a missile at
King Khalid International Airport in Riyadh. It
was intercepted and Saudi authorities denounced
the missile attack on their territory as an act of
“direct military aggression.”
Riyadh was entirely within its rights to do so. Its
response is strongly supported within the region
and beyond. The US State Department issued a
statement that “welcomes the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia’s statement exposing the Iranian regime’s
support for Houthi militias, including the supply
of illegal arms such as ballistic missiles.” French
President Emmanuel Macron, who was in the UAE
and Saudi Arabia last week, said the intercepted
missile was obviously “an Iranian missile” and
“shows precisely the strength” of Iran’s weapons
programme.
It also shows the extent to which Iran has
become the single most ominous threat to the
stability of the Middle East.
Iran has brought the region to this dismal pass.
There may be consternation but there cannot,
indeed should not, be any expression of surprise.
It is hardly a secret that Iran ramped up support to
the Houthis many months ago. In May, Reuters
released a long report quoting multiple sources to
lay bare the increasing impunity with which Iran
is fuelling the nearly 3-year-old Yemen conflict.
It described Tehran’s involvement in clear
terms: “Iran is sending advanced weapons and
military advisers to Yemen’s rebel Houthi movement, stepping up support for its Shia ally in a
civil war whose outcome could sway the balance
of power in the Middle East, regional and Western
sources say.”
It need not have come to this. Iran could have
peacefully and profitably used the 2015 nuclear
deal as a path to co-operation with the rest of the
world. Instead, it capitalised on the lifting of
international sanctions by intensifying its
ballistic missile programme and by giving
additional resources to the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps with which to pursue a broad
expansionist agenda.
Through its proxy, Hezbollah, Iran has accelerated and widened the scope of its intervention in
Syria and Lebanon. Saudi Arabia is not the only
Arab country deeply concerned about Iran’s growing interventionism. The world has reason to be
alarmed.

The bin Laden documents

W

ithin the cache of documents seized from Osama
bin Laden’s compound in
Pakistan in 2011 and
recently released by the US
Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) is the al-Qaeda
leader’s view of Iran. It had generously offered
al-Qaeda “money and arms and everything they
need,” bin Laden wrote, “and offered them
training in Hezbollah camps in Lebanon, in
return for striking American interests in Saudi
Arabia.”
The words add breadth and depth to reports
that have circulated for years about the ties
between Iran and the terrorist group responsible
for 9/11. Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif dismissed the newly released
documents as “fake news” but they only
buttress allegations about Iran’s old habits and
proclivities.
Bin Laden also mused on the destabilising
benefits of the “Arab spring” uprisings and the
role played by the Qatari TV channel Al Jazeera.
He lauded the channel for “working on toppling
regimes” and for “carrying the banner of the
revolutions.”
Bin Laden was clear about the potential
benefits of the uprisings. “This chaos and the
absence of leadership in the revolutions is the
best environment to spread al-[Qaeda’s]
thoughts and ideas,” bin Laden told his family in
conversations that took place between February
and April 2011.
In Libya, he said, the chaos could be fully
exploited because it had “opened the door for
jihadists.”
Ironically, even in his last redoubt, bin Laden
saw the possibility of the Libyan situation
spinning out of control but the parties that
supported the NATO-led campaign that toppled
Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi in 2011
somehow did not.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Saudi Arabia’s quiet
revolution

Khairallah Khairallah
is a Lebanese writer.

T

he least one can say
about Saudi Arabia
these days is that this
usually conservative
kingdom is going
through a quiet revolution.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud is monitoring every little
detail of this revolution. He has
entrusted his son, Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz, with implementing
the necessary steps to place the
kingdom on equal footing with the
rest of the developed world in all
domains, including entertainment.
Saudi Arabia is ushering in an
era of non-dependence on oil
revenues. The new Saudi Arabia
is betting on its human resources
and on investments in its other
natural resources. It is adopting a
firmer and clearer foreign policy.
The world witnessed the new face
of Saudi Arabia when King Salman stood in the way of Iranian
presence in Yemen by launching
Operation Determined Storm.
This was no ordinary decision.
Many people did not understand
the significance of the fall of
Sana’a to the Houthis on September 21, 2014, just four months before King Salman’s enthronement.
One of the first things the
Houthis did after taking over
the Yemeni capital was to send a
delegation to Tehran to sign an air
travel agreement between Iran’s
air carrier and Yemeni airlines for
two daily flights between Sana’a
and Tehran. Just like that, Yemen
had become a tourist destination
for Iranians and Iran had turned
into the one place that all Yemenis
wanted to visit.

Lebanon could never
rebuild itself and its
institutions as long as
Hezbollah has a free hand
in the country.

Saudi Arabia is over the complex created by the extremist Juhayman
al-Otaibi and his gang when they attacked the Holy Mosque in 1979.
The Houthis did not take long
to start behaving as if they were
the legitimate authority in Yemen.
They also did not take long to start
provoking Saudi Arabia. In addition to the air travel deal
with Tehran, they conducted military manoeuvres
along
the
Saudi
border.
They were
delivering a
message from
Iran: “Hey, look.
We’re here!”
The recent anticorruption campaign in Saudi Arabia
and the arrests of
princes and important
officials and business
people is part of the revolution started by King
Salman and Crown Prince
Mohammed. Vision 2030
is another part. So is the
NEOM mega-city project,
which is the kingdom’s
biggest challenge in terms
of investment in human resources, renewable energies
and robotics.
The changes seen by the
kingdom in just two years
would fill volumes. The
important thing is that Saudi
Arabia is over the complex
created by the extremist
Juhayman al-Otaibi and his
gang when they attacked the
Holy Mosque in 1979.
Just as important, Saudi
Arabia is no longer trying
to outdo Iran in religious
conservatism.
In foreign policy, the Saudi
revolution finds its best expression in steadfastness in
opposing Iran’s expansionist
project. Iran has been trying
to plant roots in Lebanon,
Iraq, Syria and Yemen. Just to
take one example, the regime in Lebanon must decide
whether or not to be enslaved

by Iran.
The matter is quite
simple: Lebanon is
facing a grave political crisis coupled
with a teetering
economy. The
cause behind
that is Hezbollah. Lebanon
has become
a training
ground for
Iran’s dirty
tricks against
Arab regimes.
Check out the scandal discovered in documents seized from Osama bin
Laden’s compound in Pakistan.
Iran had offered to have Hezbollah
train al-Qaeda fighters in Lebanon.
Lebanon could never rebuild
itself and its institutions as long as
Hezbollah, which is, in reality, just
another brigade of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps, has a
free hand in the country. Iran and
Hezbollah had gone as far as to
ask Lebanese Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s government to provide political cover for their dirty tricks.
They want Lebanon to be part of
Iran’s war on the Syrian people.
They also want to turn Beirut into
a propaganda base for the Houthis
in Yemen.
Some observers of Saudi affairs
simply don’t want to believe that
what is going in Saudi Arabia is
a revolution. It no longer makes
sense to analyse the new Saudi reality through the lenses of previous
practices. If you don’t believe that,
ask Prince Mutaib bin Abdullah bin
Abdulaziz or Prince Al-Waleed bin
Talal. It never crossed their minds
that one day they’d be asked to
justify their fortunes.
In any case, Lebanon must make
a choice. It can’t enjoy Riyadh’s
largesse and oppose Saudi Arabia
at the same time. There are profound changes going on in Saudi
Arabia and the kingdom is over
many previous taboos. Just as an
example, the new Saudi Arabia is
willing to let go of the Gulf Cooperation Council.
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U

ntil the sudden
purge in Saudi
Arabia, there was
little doubt that the
kingdom’s young
crown prince had
the world’s admiring attention for his prospectus
for change. He promised women
a share of the public place and the
chance to legally get behind the
wheel of a car (almost 130 years
after Bertha Benz, wife of Karl, who
patented the first “horseless carriage,” but change proceeds at its
own pace).
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz offered
young Saudis legitimate outlets
such as cinemas for the fun-loving
instinct shared by humans and
many mammals (dolphins, for
instance, are famously playful).
Most important of all, Crown
Prince Mohammed vowed his
country would “return” to a more
“moderate, balanced” Islam.
So far, so admirable. Only the
churlish would deny the necessary logic of the prince’s grand
plan for Saudi Arabia: A future
that looks beyond oil. A betteradjusted society. A more holistic
appeal to and for the world.
Then, there was the November
4 purge. There was the resignation of the Lebanese prime
minister, announced by him on a
Saudi television station and from
within Saudi Arabia. There have
been repeated muscular verbal
threats against Iran. Separately,
but in sync, there has been US
President Donald Trump’s
tweeted support for Riyadh’s bold
moves against sections of its royal
family, leading businessmen and

Only the churlish would deny the necessary logic of the prince’s grand plan
for Saudi Arabia: A future that looks beyond oil. A better-adjusted society.

New trend. An employee of Careem, a chauffeur-driven car
booking service, talks during a training session for new female
drivers in Khobar City in Saudi Arabia, on October 10.
(AFP)
executives.
The developments came within
a week of a quite different slew of
head-turning announcements
from Riyadh. The Future Investment Initiative was launched,
along with plans for a fully
automated city for “dreamers” on
the Red Sea. The kingdom’s
robust open-for-business message only added to the rising
excitement in London (and New
York, via Trump) over the proposed initial public offering of oil
giant Saudi Aramco.
However, the purge and Saudi
tough talk in the neighbourhood
may have raised the political risk
the country faces. No one can

presume to know for sure but
those who have long studied the
kingdom from afar say Aramco’s
valuation may be dented and
some foreign investors may be
leery.
But, of what? The purge is a sign
that Crown Prince Mohammed is
consolidating power for the long
and difficult road of radical
reform. That is an internal matter
and frankly — despite the explosion of commentary — impenetrable to the outside world. That
said, there is another visible fault
line between intention and
initiative.
Many are wondering whether
Crown Prince Mohammed and

Saudi Arabia will be able to hold
up and hold on as they fight on
multiple fronts. Domestically,
there is the battle against current
and future opponents of reform.
Abroad there is the nearly
3-year-old war in Yemen, the
seven-month impasse with Qatar
and a new martial mood towards
Tehran. All of this while Crown
Prince Mohammed pursues the
most far-reaching social, cultural,
political and security changes in
the 85 years Saudi Arabia has
existed in its current form as an
independent country.
The worry is that in its attempt
to confront Iran — whose
relentless regional meddling
undoubtedly does need to be
checked — Crown Prince
Mohammed will begin yet
another war abroad even as he
soldiers on through a domestic
fight. One is difficult enough;
both at the same time are
immeasurably hard.
More than 200 years ago, the
great Prussian military theorist
Carl von Clausewitz noted that
war cannot be seen in terms of
military victory. The defeated
enemy may not accept the result
and will simply wait for a better
time to fight again, he said, so the
maximum use of military force is
only a necessary, not a sufficient
condition for final victory.
Diplomacy and political
wisdom are the “missing ingredients,” Clausewitz counselled, if
the results achieved in battle are
to be consolidated. It is wiser,
then, to rely on a combination of
adequate strength and diplomacy.
The subtext is clear: Choose
which fights to pick and when.
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By breaking up with the history of the “Renaissance,” the kingdom
returns to its true history and culture as a defender of moderate Islam.
It might be argued that the
return to ultra-conservatism
was a political response to the
latent cleavage in Saudi society
uncovered by events at the Great
Mosque. It was also a response to
the creation of the Islamic Republic
of Iran the same year and to claims
by the latter to be the legitimate
representative of Islam and Muslims.
The fact is, however, that this socalled “Renaissance” was not the
result of natural evolution in Saudi
society but of a conscious political
choice by Saudi authorities to end
certain social choices and replace
them with others. It was politics,
not religion, that was behind the
disappearance of religious moderation in Saudi Arabia and the
beginning of an exceptionally
ultra-conservative era.
It is customary to present the
Saudi kingdom’s birth as a partnership between Mohammed
Abdel Wahab’s school of religious
thought and Al Saud’s school of
political authority. While that bit
of history is factually true, it is not
the complete truth. This partnership was, first and foremost, in
service to the state and its permanence. Stability was never subjugated to a religious ideology.
The religious side of the partnership hoped to move towards the

Haitham El-Zobaidi, PhD

Marwen el-Hmedi

Mohamad Kawas

rrespective of the motivation
behind the arrests of princes
and ex-ministers in Saudi
Arabia, the event represents
a revolutionary change to a
governing style that has been
in place since the beginning
of the Saudi state in the 1930s.
Deliberations and decisions on
matters of authority in the kingdom used to take place behind
leak-proof closed doors. Today,
such debates are publicly propped
up by official decrees, decisions
and measures that have spared
no one. The message is clear: The
authority that holds princes and
top officials accountable for their
actions has the legitimacy to hold
all Saudis accountable.
The anti-corruption campaign
is concomitant with one against
religious extremism. Religious
moderation declined in Saudi Arabia right after the armed rebellion
of Juhayman al-Otaybi at the Great
Mosque in Mecca in 1979. Since
then, a strong religious revivalist
movement, unfairly dubbed as the
“Renaissance,” has swept the Saudi
kingdom and given birth to ultraconservative concepts and behaviour. Thanks to the extraordinary
means of the kingdom, it has been
possible for this conservative ideology to reach the farthest corners
of the world.

Publisher
and Group Executive Editor

establishment of a vast, borderless
Islamic state while the political
side hoped to use the partnership
to lay the foundations of a Saudi
state. When the Saudi tribes of the
Muslim Brothers (or more precisely the “Brotherhood of those
who obey Allah”) during the 1920s
wanted to continue their invasion
towards Iraq and Kuwait, they
were stopped by King Abdulaziz
Al Saud’s government, which believed it was important to preserve
the kingdom’s borders for it to be
accepted internationally as a sovereign country and regime.
In Saudi Arabia, the religious
establishment cannot be allowed
to stand in the way of choices decided by the regime. When Saudi
authorities wanted to introduce
television and mass media technology to the kingdom, they were met
with heavy resistance but they
prevailed.
Those familiar with the evolution of the Saudi state appreciate
authorities’ considerable patience
and wisdom in dealing with
religious and social conservatism
in the kingdom and those familiar with the corridors of power
know that in the end it is political
power that has the last word. The
religious establishment in Saudi
Arabia has always been subservient to the choices of the political

establishment.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
have decided to halt the downward spiral that turned the Saudi
kingdom into an aberrant case
in modern times. It was time to
end its structural contradiction in
which a kingdom intent on sending
its finest scholars to the biggest
universities in the world also exports its religious extremists across
the globe. It is essential for Saudi
Arabia to do away with a dubious
religious discourse that proved to
be lenient, if not permissive, to
extremism.
By breaking up with the history
of the “Renaissance,” the kingdom
returns to its true history and
culture as a defender of moderate Islam, to use the words of the
crown prince.
The debate raging among Saudis
about their own reality is understandable, as is their anxiety about
sudden change. This is normal as
the political authorities’ current
awakening is doing away with the
so-called renaissance of the past,
which delayed the country’s social
progress. By all measures, however, the event is another illustration of the primacy of the political
establishment over the religious
establishment in Saudi Arabia.
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Post-Barzani
KRG may turn
sour for Ankara
Yunus Paksoy

Ankara

W

hen Iraqi forces
marched towards
the northern Iraqi
city of Kirkuk, held
by the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG), few
would have pondered entering it
would be easy. However, in an astonishing outcome, the Iraqi Army
and al-Hashed al-Shaabi militia
had their dinner in the centre of
Kirkuk.
The Turkish government was
quick to react. “Turkey highlights
its readiness for all sorts of cooperation with the Iraqi government
to eradicate the [Kurdistan Workers’ Party] PKK’s presence in Iraqi
lands,” the Turkish Foreign Ministry
said in a statement, lending its full
backing to the Kirkuk operation.

The spat between
Baghdad and Ankara
may resurface over
Turkish military
presence in Iraq’s
Bashiqa.
Ankara had been locked in turmoil with Erbil over the independence vote in September, which was
called by KRG President Masoud
Barzani.
Turkish
officials
exchanged
threats with Iraqi Kurds and Ankara repeatedly expressed concern
over the status of Kirkuk, which
was included in the independence
vote despite being a “disputed
area.”
Militants of the PKK, which Tur-

key along with the United States
and the European Union branded
as a terror group, had been showing a stronger presence in the oilrich city. The Turkish government
seemed to have nothing on the
table but to support the Iraqi government operation. Yet, the postKRG era in Kirkuk may not quite
be in line with Turkey’s interests.
“To prevent the PKK and other
radical actors around it from taking control” of Iraq’s Kurdish region is how Muhittin Ataman, an
international relations professor
at Yildirim Bayezit University, described the reason why Ankara
swiftly supported Baghdad. “Second,” he said, “a YPG/PKK dominance corridor was to be built on
the long strip from the Iranian
border to the Syrian side.” Turkey
wanted to interrupt that.
That being said, the Baghdad
government has not always been
an ally of Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan. Not long ago, the
Iraqi central government labelled
Turkish troops in Iraq’s Bashiqa
as “invaders,” to which Erdogan
responded harshly. He said Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
was “not on my level.”
Despite the warming ties between Ankara and Baghdad, the
former will seemingly not easily give up its military presence in
Bashiqa, citing security concerns
and terror threats against Turkey
from the PKK and the Islamic State
(ISIS).
The Turkish military presence
in Bashiqa was approved by the
KRG and Turkish troops trained
and supported Kurdish peshmerga forces in the fight against ISIS.
Prior to the referendum, the KRG
was allied with Turkey against the

Complex changes. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (R) meets with then President of the
Kurdistan Regional Government Masoud Barzani in Istanbul, last February. 		
(Reuters)
PKK. Barzani, who had led that alliance from the Iraqi Kurdish side,
has resigned as president.
Iraq’s envoy to Ankara, Hisham
al-Alawi, reiterated Baghdad’s
stance on Bashiqa, saying the
Turkish troops should leave. The
spat may resurface as a headache
for the Turkish government.
Iraqi federal forces took control of the main land crossing into
Turkey from the KRG and Turkey
agreed to open another border
gate with Iraq via the city of Tal
Afar.
After the shift of authority in
Kirkuk from the Iraqi Kurds to the
central government, Iran has dramatically boosted influence in the
oil-rich city. Apart from Tehran’s
control over Baghdad, al-Hashed
al-Shaabi militias, backed by Iran’s
army, stormed the area.
Even though Ankara has forged

a close alliance with Tehran over
recent months, the former has undoubtedly lost influence over the
Turkmen in Kirkuk to the latter.
Many Turkmen have been among
the ranks of the Iran-backed alHashed al-Shaabi.
The economic aspect of the
post-KRG era is also of significance. Ankara’s oil trade with
Erbil, most of which was thanks
to the oil in Kirkuk, may be hampered. The Kirkuk region used to
provide 340,000-550,000 barrels
per day exported via Turkey.
Now that the Baghdad government has full authority over the
oil fields, the Turkish government
will not have the luxury to fall out
with Abadi. Ataman argued there
is no single actor with whom Turkey gets along very well. “Turkey
may face potential problems with
issues such as Bashiqa and oil

trading… Economically and politically, Turkey has to revise its Iraq
strategy,” he said.
Turkey places great emphasis on rebuilding the city as well.
How the administrative posts will
be shaped, especially after the
Kurdish dominance, is of utmost
importance. Burhanettin Duran,
the director-general of the Turkish think-tank SETA, said Turkey
could be much more influential
than everyone gauges.
Arguing that Turkish-Iraqi cooperation must continue at full
steam, Duran said it was “necessary to establish a political system in which Iraq can exist, which
will keep Shias, Sunnis and Kurds
together peacefully.”
Yunus Paksoy is a Turkish
journalist who reported on wars
in Syria and Iraq.

Recapturing Sinjar poses questions for Iraqi government

Omer Ozkizilcik

is an analyst for the Middle East
Foundation, a think-tank in Ankara.

The Iraqi central
government
focused primarily
on the peshmerga
but it has two
options on how to
deal with the PKK.

T

he recapture of the
northern Iraqi town of
Sinjar by the Iraqi Army
and Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) militia
from Kurdish peshmerga control is likely to give the central government a strategic advantage over the Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) but it could also
pose challenges for Baghdad.
In a bid to reassert its federal
authority following the KRG referendum on the independence of the
Kurdistan region, Iraqi forces advanced to reclaim control of Kirkuk,
Tuz Khormato, Altun Kopru,
Mosul Dam and Sinjar. In most
cases, peshmerga forces have
withdrawn without a fight.
Sinjar, which is the heartland
of Iraqi Yazidis, enjoys a strategic location on the border area
between Iraq’s Nineveh province
and a Kurdish-controlled region
in Syria. It was used as a land
corridor by Iraq-based militants
of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) to the People’s Protection
Units (YPG) in Syria.
The PKK and its Yazidi affiliate
in Sinjar, the Sinjar Resistance
Units (YBS) militia, do not enjoy
good ties with the KRG, which,
until the referendum, had good
relations with Turkey. Last March,
YBS and peshmerga clashes led to
fatalities in Sinjar.
YBS fighters used to receive
their salaries from Baghdad.
Other Yazidis joined the
peshmerga, either out of
fear of the KRG or out of a
desire to earn a living. Now Yazidi
fighters who were in the YBS or
in the peshmerga are joining the

Yazidi PMF, which answers to the
central government.
The warming of ties between
Baghdad and Ankara over their
opposition to the KRG referendum
prompted the PKK to take a hostile
stance towards Baghdad. The Iraqi
government accused Kurdish authorities of bringing PKK militants
to Kirkuk, branding the move as
a “declaration of war.” The Iraqi

A shift in balance. Members
of the Sinjar Resistance Units
(YBS). 			
(Reuters)

Army has yet to retaliate against the
PKK but such an operation would
strengthen the alliance between
Baghdad and Ankara.
The control of the PKK-affiliated
YBS in Sinjar poses a national
threat to Turkey. The PKK has been
fighting Turkey for three decades.
Ankara fears that the Sinjar Mountains will become a new Qandil
Mountains, where PKK militants
are based. The Iraqi-Syrian border
from Sinjar to Turkey is of strategic
importance for the PKK.
Control of Sinjar would allow
the Iraqi government to work on
an alternative border crossing with
Turkey without any role for the
KRG. Ankara has invested heavily
in northern Iraq and Turkey and is
reportedly planning a new border
crossing with the Iraqi central
government as an alternative to the
Habur border crossing.
There are still YBS militiamen in
Sinjar, some of whom took over
the positions abandoned by the
peshmerga. There have been no
reported problems between the
YBS and the PMF, which include
Yazidi units.
Although the balance of military power in the Sinjar region has
changed, it is not as the Turkish
authorities would have wished, as
the PKK still has influence.
Blogger Matthew Barber, who
specialises in the dynamics of
Sinjar and the Yazidi population,
said the PKK’s expansion of the
territory is temporary. “If Baghdad
had done something truly unfavourable for the Yazidis, it might
generate support for the PKK but
this does not seem to be a probable
scenario,” he said.

Many Yazidis appear to have
placed their faith in the Iraqi central
government instead of relying on
the PKK. Baghdad is aware of the
demands by the Yazidi population.
It has gained a huge leverage over
them due to the Yazidi units within
the PMF.
For now, the Iraqi central government focused primarily on the
peshmerga but it has two options
on how to deal with the PKK.
The first is to negotiate a deal
with the PKK and accept its presence in Sinjar. This would risk
retaliation from Turkey.
Alternatively, the Iraqi government may move to clear Sinjar of
PKK presence. Such a move would
be welcome by Ankara, which is
most likely to offer military and
intelligence support. The United
States, however, is unlikely to
take part in such a campaign, even
though Washington, like the European Union, considers the PKK a
terrorist group.
The United States has reportedly
been delivering aid to the YPG in
Syria via Iraq, passing through areas
that, until recently, had been under
peshmerga control. The supplies
were mainly transported via the
Iraq-Syria border north of Sinjar
towards the Hasakah province in
Syria.
It is unclear whether the Iraqi
government would dare to stop
American supplies to the YPG,
despite the incentives it would
likely receive from Turkey. The PMF
presence in Sinjar would also mean
that Iran would have another land
corridor into Syria via Iraq. Such an
access would not please the United
States or Turkey.
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Stabbing of Tunisian
police officers points to
lingering lone-wolf threat
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

suspected
jihadist
stabbed two Tunisian
police officers, the first
such attack since a suicide bomber targeting a
bus of presidential guards killed 12
people in 2015.
While the November 1 stabbing
attack pointed to a lingering concern of lone-wolf attacks, it is not
thought to indicate a reversal in
Tunisia’s security trends. Since
2015, there have been no major terrorist incidents and security agencies said they have dismantled
numerous cells and pre-empted
several potentially dangerous terror attacks
The November 1 attack, outside
the parliament building in Tunis’s
Bardo district, was quickly stopped
by security services. One officer
died of injuries from the stabbing
and another suffered non-critical
injuries to his forehead.
The attack came as a controversial police protection law was to
be voted on by parliament. Titled
“Prosecution of Abuses against
the Armed Forces,” the measure
reinforces penalties for acts endangering police or security forces,
punishes “defamatory speech” directed at police and protects them
from criminal liability for “injuring or killing anyone” in the line
of duty if the force is ruled “necessary and proportionate.”
Civil society groups argued that
the bill’s broad provisions could
lead to abuse of power and the stifling of civil liberties.

Sofiane Selliti, a spokesman for
Tunisia’s special anti-terrorism
court, said the suspected assailant of the stabbing attack was Zied
Gharbi, 25, of the working-class Ettadhamen district.
Gharbi, who allegedly shouted
“Allahu Akbar” (“God is greatest”)
and “taghout” (“despots”) during
the assault, was unemployed and
embraced a “radical ideological
interpretation of Islam that condones violence and considers the
death of police officers and soldiers
a kind of jihad,” a statement by the
Tunisian Interior Ministry said.
Security sources said Gharbi told
interrogators: “I’m ready to kill any
police officer I meet.”
Tunisia suffered a series of terror
incidents in 2015, including attacks
on the Bardo National Museum
and a beach resort in Sousse.
Since then, the government
embarked on an aggressive campaign against jihadists, arresting
hundreds of terror suspects and
dismantling dozens of cells. In the
nine months leading up to September, authorities arrested 694
terror suspects, dismantled 94
terror cells and detained 64 people suspected of involvement in

Since 2015, there have
been no major terrorist
incidents and security
agencies said they
have dismantled
numerous cells and
pre-empted several
potentially dangerous
terror attacks.

transferring fighters overseas, Interior Ministry spokesman Khalifa
Chibani said.
Chibani noted that most threats
stem from al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb but security services dismantled cells of alleged Islamic
State (ISIS) sympathisers. Among
them was one in the central town
of Kairouan that was allegedly
plotting an attack in Sousse.
In an interview with local television, Chibani said the developments illustrated the state’s ability
to effectively combat such cells.
The latest attack, however, could
represent a new “model of operations for terrorists” in Tunisia, said
former army Colonel Mokhtar Ben
Nasr.
“Such an attack fits the profile of
the lone and isolated wolves who
do not need to receive orders and
instructions from terror organisations chiefs. When they feel the
security net is tightening around
them, they can act alone without
being detected by the security
forces,” he said.
Feeling pressure from Tunisia’s security apparatus, extremist
groups have hidden in the country’s mountainous and rugged areas, mostly near the western border
with Algeria. The most prominent
of these is al-Qaeda affiliate Katibat Okba Ibn Nafaa.
The November 1 stabbing is a
further indication that youth radicalisation remains a major challenge in Tunisia, experts said,
adding that the government must
formulate long-term strategies for
youth empowerment to address
the underlying threat.
“The terrorism scourge will
not go away by denunciations,”

Lingering concern. Tunisian forensic police check the scene of an
attack on two traffic policemen in Tunis, on November 1.
(AFP)
wrote Nouri Essal in an op-ed in Al
Chourouk daily. “It requires a legal, human, cultural, political and
moral common stand as part of a
national strategy.”
Sofien Lassoued, in another article in Al Chourouk, cautioned
that “Tunisians must know that
terrorists who are hiding in the
mountains and cities have found
those who offered them weapons,
money and ideological support,” a
reference to leaders of the Islamist
Ennahda party and their allies.
Mehdi Taje, director of the Tu-

nisian think-tank Global Prospect
Intelligence, noted that factors
such as “mass unemployment,
economic precariousness, a lack of
future prospects, mainly for university graduates, the loss of trust
in the state and its bodies and the
rupture between disenfranchised
youth and the economic and political elites combine to make the
terrorist threat virulent, mutating
and sustainable in Tunisia.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

King Mohammed VI rejects any option for
Western Sahara outside Moroccan sovereignty
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI has rejected any peace deal
that allows for the independence of Western Sahara without Morocco having
sovereignty.
“No settlement of the Sahara affair is possible outside the framework of the full sovereignty of
Morocco over its Sahara and the
autonomy initiative, whose seriousness and credibility the international community has recognised,”
King Mohammed VI said in a televised speech November 6 to commemorate the 42nd anniversary of
the Green March.
Jordan Paul, executive director of
the Moroccan American Centre for
Policy, said the autonomy initiative
provides the basis for the only viable solution.
“As former Special Envoy Peter
van Walsum said in his report…
an independent Western Sahara
was not a realistic proposition. The
only way to resolve this conflict is
through realistic, pragmatic and
compromise-based solutions like
the Moroccan autonomy initiative,”
said Paul.
Rabat proposed autonomy under Moroccan sovereignty for the
266,000 sq.km territory. The proposal was rejected by the Polisario
Front, an Algeria-based separatist

movement that insists on the right
of the Sahrawi people to determine
their own future in a UN-monitored
referendum.
Algeria and Morocco have been
at loggerheads for decades over
Western Sahara. Algeria denies involvement in the issue, although its
leaders are suspected of playing a
role in it.
The United States and France
expressed support for Morocco’s
“credible” autonomy plan for the
territory.
“I think under the [UN Security
Council] presidency of the United
States in April… there were the first
signs of significant Security Council
commitment in a number of years
on a number of different fronts,”
Paul said.
“First, a vigorous commitment
to not just kick the can down the
road but a real emphasis on results
within this year. A strong commitment in the text to a fifth round
of negotiations, which would be
based only on a discussion of some
form of autonomy under Moroccan
sovereignty, and stronger language
on conducting a census of the actual number of people living in the
Polisario-run refugee camps near
Tindouf, Algeria,” he added.
The Polisario Front criticised
King Mohammed VI’s speech.
“The king’s speech renounces
Morocco’s commitments,” Polisario
official Mohamed Salem Ould Salek
was quoted as saying by the Algerian news agency APS.
King Mohammed VI linked his

late grandfather’s speech almost 60
years ago with the “Moroccanness”
of the Western Sahara, sending a
strong message to neighbouring
Algeria about the kingdom’s territorial integrity.

The only way to resolve
this conflict is through
realistic, pragmatic and
compromise-based
solutions like the
Moroccan autonomy
initiative.

Jordan Paul, executive
director of the Moroccan
American Centre for Policy

“Today, we are proudly celebrating the 42nd anniversary of the
Green March and, in a few weeks,
we will be commemorating the
60th anniversary of the speech delivered at M’hamid al-Ghizlane by
His Majesty King Mohammed V —
may he rest in peace,” said the king.
“The historic speech at M’hamid
al-Ghizlane is highly significant for
several reasons. Not only does it
represent a milestone in the completion of our territorial integrity
but it also confirmed a basic fact
which no one can deny, namely the
Moroccanness of the Sahara and
the Moroccan people’s unwavering
commitment to their land immediately after Morocco’s independence.”
King Mohammed VI stressed that
Morocco’s claim of the disputed
territory happened before it was
tabled at the United Nations in 1963
at a time when no other claims had
been put forward regarding its liberation and before Algeria had its
independence.
“It is a systematic linking of Mohammed V’s claim to independence
and the reclaim of Sahara lands before the independence of Algeria,
which is challenging Morocco’s legitimacy and territorial integrity 18
years before the birth of the separatist front,” analyst Ahmed Noureddine told news website Hespress.
Mustapha Sehimi, a professor
of law and political science at the
Faculty of Law in Rabat, said the
national question of the Sahara was
again solicited during King Moham-

med VI’s speech.
“It is a proclamation that has
all its meaning, one year after the
kingdom’s independence, a strong
act when the Sahara issue was not
on any UN agenda, that no extraMoroccan claim had been put forward and that Algeria was still under colonisation,” said Sehimi.
Diplomatic ties between Morocco
and Algeria hit a low after Algerian
Foreign Minister Abdelkader Messahel last month accused the kingdom’s banks of “laundering hashish
money” in Africa. Rabat slammed
Messahel’s comments, saying that
they displayed a “level of irresponsibility unprecedented in the history of bilateral relations.”
The spat between the two neighbouring countries is hampering the
Arab Maghreb Union’s economic
progress. In February, King Mohammed VI warned that the union
would crumble if its incapacity to
live up to the ambitions of the 1989
agreement continued.
“The region and all the countries
in it, including Algeria, would benefit economically from resolving this
conflict,” Paul said. “It would allow
the region to move past this artificial dispute and allow the countries
of the Maghreb to reinvigorate their
economic union, open the Algerian
borders and allow for more trade
and more prosperity across North
Africa.”
Saad Guerraoui is a
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Maghreb issues.
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Sisi reaches out to Egypt’s youth
but many remain unconvinced
Ahmed Megahid

The Arab Weekly staff

Cairo

S

peaking at the World Youth
Forum in Sharm el-Sheikh,
Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi once again
sought to highlight the
power of Egypt’s youth. However,
the forum, convening under the
slogan “We Need to Talk” and attended by young people from more
than 113 countries, apparently failed
to convince Egypt’s own youth.
“I do not think such events will
succeed in improving Sisi’s relation
with the youth so long as he continues to put many of them in jail,” said
Ahmed Darag, a political science
professor at Cairo University. “It
would be better if he were to release
the thousands of youth languishing
in jail, open the public space and
stop muzzling the media.”
Egyptian youth activists complain that the Sisi government targets them to shut down dissent.
The conference hashtag #WeNeedToTalk was hijacked by youth activists to raise awareness about human
rights abuses in Egypt.
“#WeNeedToTalk about forced
disappearances,” tweeted Amr Bakly, director of the Cairo Liberal Forum, which describes itself as a civic organisation that seeks to spread
liberal values among Egyptians.
The forum was attended by regional and international leaders,
including Palestinian Authority
President Mahmoud Abbas, United
Arab Emirates Minister of Foreign
Affairs Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed
al-Nahyan, Lebanese Parliament
Speaker Nabih Berri, Gabon President Ali Bongo Ondimba, Senegalese Prime Minister Mahammed Dionne and Equatorial Guinea Prime
Minister Vicente Ehate Tomi.
Sisi addressed different sessions
of the forum on issues such as unemployment and extremism. The
government portrayed the forum
as an example of Sisi’s commitment
to listening to and engaging with
Egypt’s youth.
“The president is very keen on
getting close to the youth and listening to them,” said Assistant
Youth Minister Youssef Wardani.
“Since coming to power, the president has taken many steps to empower the youth and encourage
them to participate economically
and politically.”

Sisi says he
will not run
for third term
as Egyptian
president
Cairo

E

Onus of proof. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi speaks at a financial conference in Sharm
el-Sheikh, last September.
Wardani, in his mid-30s, was
appointed assistant minister of
Egypt’s Ministry of Youth and
Sports thanks to one of Sisi’s youth

I do not think such
events will succeed in
improving Sisi’s relation
with the youth so long
as he continues to put
many of them in jail.

Ahmed Darag,
a political science professor
at Cairo University

empowerment programmes. Sisi
made it obligatory for cabinet ministers to appoint assistants under
the age of 40 to ensure that Egypt’s
cabinet remains relevant. This has
brought dozens of new faces to
the second line of leadership in the
cabinet.
Sisi has sponsored conferences
across Egypt with the aim of engaging with the country’s young people who were at the forefront of the
2011 uprising but who often suffer
from poverty and a lack of employment opportunities.
The World Youth Forum in Sharm
el-Sheikh sought to go further,
engaging not just with domestic
youth organisations and groups
but also attempting to do so with
regional and international youth
associations.
However, many critics say this
focus on engaging with younger
Egyptians is superficial and fails to
address the most pressing issues
facing them.
“There are thousands [of youth]
behind bars,” Darag said. “Hundreds of opposition websites are
blocked because Sisi does not want
the people to hear a different point
of view.”

(AP)

Government supporters argue
that those who have been arrested are not political prisoners but
have been convicted of criminal offences.
“There were previous demands
by young people to have a review
of youth jailed pending trial. We
agreed that a youth committee
would be formed to undertake such
a review, in accordance with the
constitution and law. For my part, I
was glad to sign such a review,” Sisi
said during the conference.
The committee to review the
cases, formed in October 2016, has
reportedly secured the release of
hundreds of youth activists detained in political cases but not for
violent offences.
Hassan Nafaa, another political
science professor at Cairo University, said initiatives such as this, not
youth gatherings, would help Sisi
win the hearts of young people.
“The real test is for the president
to allow for more freedoms,” Nafaa said. “You cannot claim to be a
supporter of youth while there are
many of them behind bars.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.

gyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who
is yet to officially announce he is running
for a second term next
year, confirmed he will not seek
a third term in office and will
adhere to the Egyptian Constitution’s two-term limit on the
presidency.
“It doesn’t suit me as president
to stay one more day against the
will of the Egyptians… We will
not interfere with [the constitution]. I am preserving two fouryear terms,” he said on CNBC.
Although Sisi refused to comment on whether he intends to
run in the upcoming elections,
many took Sisi’s statement that
he would not seek a third term
as implicit confirmation that he
would be seeking a second term.
Pro-Sisi activists launched the
“To Build It” campaign this year,
amassing more than 3.7 million
signatures to convince the president to run again. Most political
analysts expect Sisi to run and
secure an easy victory in elections next spring. Sisi took 96.9%
of the vote in the 2014 election.
The CNBC interview served as
the starting point for the campaign for the Egyptian presidency, with prominent Egyptian
human rights lawyer Khalid Ali
announcing his intention to run
for office one day later. Ali shot
to prominence last year over his
role in attempting to thwart Cairo’s move to repatriate two Red
Sea islands to Saudi Arabia.
Ali is the only person to officially announce his candidacy
for next year’s presidential elections. However, there are questions as to whether he will be
eligible to run given that he is
facing a three-month jail sentence for public indecency after
being convicted of making a vulgar hand gesture outside a Cairo
courthouse.
An appeal against the conviction, which Ali claims is politically motivated, is upcoming. If
the appeal fails, Ali would likely
be disqualified from running for
president.

In Egypt, terrorists resort to divide–and-conquer tactics
Amr Emam

Cairo

W

hen little known
terrorist group Ansar al-Islam claimed
responsibility for a
deadly ambush on
Egyptian police in October in the
Western Desert, it was keen to clarify that it was only targeting security
officials, not the Egyptian public.
This is a line that other terrorist
groups in Egypt, particularly alQaeda-affiliated
al-Mourabitoun
and the Muslim Brotherhoodlinked Hasm Movement have
played up. The Islamic State (ISIS),
which remains most active in the
restive Sinai Peninsula, has sought
to inspire fear among Egyptians,
including launching a campaign
targeting Egypt’s Coptic Christians.
This difference in modus operandi, security experts said,
meant al-Mourabitoun and Hasm
were likely operating out of urban areas and seeking to win the
public to their side.

“This, in fact, serves many of the
objectives of the terrorists,” said
retired Army General Sameh Abu
Hashima. “Alienating the public
would make it more difficult for
terrorist groups to attract recruits
from among them.”
The Ansar al-Islam that surfaced
in Egypt is not known to be affiliated with the group of the same
name operating in Syria and Iraq.
Its statement explicitly urged Egyptians to join its fight against the
government and stressed it had
released all conscripts it had captured, implying the group was specifically targeting officers.
Many terrorist organisations have
emerged in Egypt since the 2013
ouster of Islamist President Muhammad Morsi. While some have
direct links to the outlawed Muslim
Brotherhood, others with ties to either al-Qaeda or the Islamic State
(ISIS) have found Egypt to be a fertile recruiting ground.
The recent arrest of several
Hasm members revealed that
many were radicalised a short
time ago and showed no history of
violent extremism.

In drawing their recruits, security
experts said, these groups capitalise on traditionally strained relations between police and some of
the public.
“So, by declaring their enmity to
police, these groups pretend to be
in this war on behalf of those victimised by some policemen,” said
Mamdouh al-Kidwani, a retired police general.
By portraying the situation as a
domestic battle against the Egyptian government and its security
apparatus, rather than targeting
Egyptians or seeking to establish
an Islamic state, terrorist groups
can recruit from among disenfranchised Egyptians.
Ansar al-Islam said Abu Hatem
Emad al-Din Abd al-Hamid was involved in the al-Wahat al-Bahriya
attack. Hamid had been the deputy
of Hisham al-Ashmawi, a former
Egyptian army officer who founded
al-Mourabitoun.
The Ansar al-Islam claim of responsibility said Hamid was killed
in a subsequent Egyptian air
strike, leaving questions about the
group and its leadership.

It is not clear if Ansar al-Islam and
al-Mourabitoun are the same group
or two separate but allied groups or
whether this is another schism in
the intricate world of Islamic terrorism.
Hamid and Ashmawi graduated
from Egypt’s military academy in
the same year and were both discharged from the army for radical
Islamist beliefs. Both were believed
to have been members of Ansar Beit
al-Maqdis, a Sinai-based terrorist
group that split in 2014 with most
of its members pledging allegiance
to ISIS. Hamid and Ashmawi reportedly left to form al-Mourabitoun.
In July 2015, Ashmawi released
a six-minute audio recording in
which he called on jihadists to target state institutions, police and
army troops.
“Public support to law-enforcement agencies is indispensable
for the success of these agencies
in the fight against terrorism,”
said Mahmud Qotri, a retired brigadier-general. “When you take
this public support away, these
agencies can be greatly weakened,
which gives terrorist groups an

unparalleled edge.”
The arrest of hundreds of members of ISIS and other terrorist
organisations over the past three
years would not have been possible
without cooperation from the public, officials said.
Egypt enforces compulsory military service, meaning that, with
few exceptions, every Egyptian
male between the ages of 18 and
30 must complete an 18-36-month
military service, followed by a
nine-year
reserve
obligation.
Conscripts are likely to be ordinary
soldiers, not officers, perhaps explaining Ansar al-Islam’s claim that
it released conscripts it had captured.
“If this means anything, it means
that the terrorists cannot separate
the public from army troops or policemen,” Hashima said. “Everybody in this country considers the
war against terrorism a personal or
family issue because army troops
and policemen come from every
home here.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Iran pushing for Hamas-Hezbollah reconciliation
The Arab Weekly staff

London

W

hile Egypt mediated a reconciliation deal between
Palestinian rivals
Hamas and Fatah,
Iran appeared to be pushing for a
thaw of ties between Hamas and
the Lebanese movement Hezbollah and both were unwelcome developments for Israel.
Hamas has moved to strengthen
ties with Hezbollah after the two
parties, which have been engaged
in hostilities against Israel, took
opposing sides in the Syrian war.
Prior to the popular uprising
against Syrian President Bashar
Assad in 2011, Hamas was an ally
of the Damascus regime, Hezbollah and regional heavyweight Iran,
in what was branded as “the axis of
resistance” against Israel.
While initially refraining from
criticising Assad, Hamas later announced that it supported the aspirations of the Syrian people in its
uprising against the regime. Its position on Syria led to the souring of
relations with Iran, which reduced
funding of the Palestinian movement.
Iranian and pro-Hezbollah media outlets accused Hamas of actively supporting Syrian rebels, a
charge the Palestinian group denied. As the war in Syria appears
to be dying down, ties between
Hamas and Hezbollah seem to be
thawing, likely with encouragement from Iran.
“The alliance between Hamas
and Hezbollah is a direct result of
the renewed relations between
Iran and Hamas,” wrote Khaled
Abu Toameh in the website of the
Gatestone Institute.
Saleh al-Arouri, Hamas’s deputy
political chief, had a rare public
meeting with Hezbollah SecretaryGeneral Hassan Nasrallah in Beirut on October 31. The meeting
occurred soon after Arouri visited
Iran.
Pro-Hezbollah al-Manar TV said
Arouri and Nasrallah discussed
“the Zionist aggression against
Gaza and its ramifications” following an Israeli attack on a tunnel
in the Gaza Strip that killed eight
members of the Palestinian group
Islamic Jihad.
Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh took
part in a Hezbollah-sponsored conference on the Balfour Declaration
on November 1 in Beirut, which
kicked off with a message from
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei. Other senior partici-

Radical attraction. Hamas’s Deputy Political Chief Saleh al-Arouri (L) meets with Hezbollah Secretary-General Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah
in Beirut, on October 31. 		
							
(Social media)
pants included Hezbollah’s deputy
chief Sheikh Naim Qassem.
Observers said both sides were
likely to benefit from rapprochement.
“It is no secret that Hamas, despite having different positions
regarding the Syrian crisis, needs
Hezbollah when it comes to funding, training, securing supply lines
for weapons and providing residence for Hamas cadres in Lebanon,” Adnan Abu Amer, wrote on
the website Al-Monitor.
“For its part, Hezbollah needs
a Palestinian movement, such as
Hamas, to restore its popularity
among Arab public opinion, which
it lost after being involved in the
wars in Syria, Iraq and Yemen
against Sunni Muslims. Hamas…
may help dispel Hezbollah’s sectarian image,” Amer added.
The meetings between Hamas
leaders and Hezbollah officials

have raised alarms in Israel.
In September, the head of Israeli
intelligence service Shin Bet, Nadav Argaman, warned that Hamas
and Hezbollah were gearing up for
a new conflict against Israel. Argaman’s warning echoed a statement
by Israeli Defence Minister Avig-

Observers said
both sides are
likely to
benefit from
rapprochement.

dor Liberman in August in which
he accused Arouri of attempting
“to boost the relationship between
Hamas and Hezbollah” with the
help of Iran to plan attacks against
Israel.
Israel demanded Hamas cut relations with Iran but the Palestinian
movement responded by saying
that the visit by its delegation to
Tehran is “a rejection of the Zionist
entity’s conditions to cut ties with
(Iran).”
The Hamas-Hezbollah thaw is
likely to also ire Egypt and Saudi
Arabia, whose relations with Iran
and the Lebanese movement had
hit an all-time low.
“The Egyptians are trying to rein
in Hamas from its past and current ties with Iran, which supports
Hezbollah,” wrote Jack Khoury in
Haaretz.
Egypt has not publicly criticised
Hamas for strengthening ties with

Hezbollah and Iran, possibly because the Palestinian leaders have
made a number of gestures to win
Cairo’s favour.
“To ensure Hamas’s survival,
[Hamas leaders] are even willing
to sever ties with their mother
ship, the Muslim Brotherhood,
to appease Egypt, its saviour and
Brotherhood nemesis,” wrote Shlomi Eldar in Al-Monitor.
Despite rising tensions between
Saudi Arabia, which is an ally of
Egypt, and Hezbollah, Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi said
Cairo was not mulling measures
against the Lebanese movement.
“The subject is not about taking on or not taking on [Hezbollah]; the subject is about the status of the fragile stability in the
region in light of the unrest facing the region,” Sisi told CNBC.
“The region cannot support more
turmoil,” he added.

Palestinians should put more focus on their case internationally

Kamel Hawwash

is a British-based Palestinian
university professor and writer.

The PLO should
join more
international
bodies and
conventions and
use these to
pressure Israel
back to the
negotiating table.

I

f it is to make progress towards realising its people’s
legitimate right to self-determination in their homeland,
the Palestinian leadership
needs to take stock and weigh
its options.
The Palestinians should be
under no illusion that the so-called
deal of the century US President
Donald Trump’s advisers are working on will be made in Tel Aviv, not
Washington or Ramallah. It will
be a deal of the century designed
to strengthen Israel’s hold on the
land from the river to the sea. It
will not be based on respect or
adherence to international law and
will not deliver an independent
Palestinian state based on the 1967
borders with East Jerusalem as its
capital, the minimum the Palestinians would accept as a resolution
to the conflict.
It will certainly not include a
return of Palestinian refugees to
their homes. This will make a deal
impossible to accept. The repercussions would be disastrous for
the Palestinians as they will once
again be blamed for the failure.
It would be disastrous for the

Palestinian leadership to wait for
the above scenario to materialise.
It must set its own agenda and
make rapid progress on it.
The Palestinians have no option
but to escalate their efforts to internationalise their case and to pursue
measures that would bring some
form of accountability on Israel
through peaceful means. This they
can do with a more united leadership as the reconciliation between
Fatah and Hamas evolves. Yes, the
road ahead is rocky but promising.
The United States has effectively
closed the door on accountability
through the UN Security Council,
where, if needed, it will always
wield the veto. In the UN General
Assembly, where the United States
does not enjoy the right to veto
resolutions, the Palestinians can
initiate them and win but they
will remain unenforceable. The
Palestinians are enjoying greater
success in the UN Human Rights
Council (UNHRC), where the
United States does not hold a veto.
Significantly, the council is about
to publish a database containing
the names of companies complicit
in Israel’s occupation. This has

raised strong condemnation from
both Israel and the United States.
The United States may decide to
leave the UNHRC as an expression
of anger at what it sees as obsessive criticism of Israel as it has
done with UNESCO. This may dissuade other international bodies
and conventions from accepting
the state of Palestine as a member, knowing that it will use this
primarily to bring accountability
on Israel for violations that come
under the scope of the organisation in question. The Palestinian
Liberation Organisation’s response
should be to join more international bodies and conventions and use
these to pressure Israel back to the
negotiating table or face greater
accountability.
For example, it should work for
Israel’s suspension from football’s
world governing body, FIFA, for
operating football teams in the
illegal settlements.
The Palestinian Liberation
Organisation should vigorously
pursue Israel through the International Criminal Court (ICC), which
it joined in 2014. A focus on the
illegal settlements is the clear-

est case to bring. Other countries
regard the settlements as illegal
as does international law. Israeli
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu recently promised never
to dismantle a settlement and to
expand the illegal enterprise.
While the Palestinians and the
ICC would come under enormous
pressure not to act, surely it is an
action the Palestinians must pursue with vigour.
The Palestinians should be
under no illusion that the consequences of escalating this battle
would be costly for them. They
will need strong support from Arab
allies who should insist on Israel
agreeing fully to the 2002 Arab
peace initiative as a start. The initiative spells out clearly what Israel
needs to do for it to reap the huge
benefits normalisation of relations
with the Arab and Muslim world
would bring.
The Palestinians should insist
that a return to talks should be
based on international law and
well-known UN resolutions on the
conflict. The Palestinians have options. More of the same is not one
of them.
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CIA documents expose
Mark Habeeb
is East-West Editor of The Arab Weekly and adjunct professor of Global
Politics and Security at Georgetown University in Washington.

Osama bin Laden
saw jihadist
opportunity
in ‘Arab spring’

A

trove of al-Qaeda
documents, made
public by the US
Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), revealed
that Osama bin
Laden thought hard about how
the terror group he headed could
take advantage of the popular
uprisings across the Arab world
known as the “Arab spring.”
CIA Director Mike Pompeo
approved the release of 470,000
documents taken when US Navy
SEALs raided bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan,
on May 2, 2011. Bin Laden was
killed during the raid.
Prior to the raid, bin Laden was
closely watching the regional
turmoil that began in Tunisia
in December 2010 and quickly
spread to Egypt, Libya, Yemen,
Bahrain and Syria. Perhaps the
most interesting of the newly
released documents is a journal
the al-Qaeda leader dictated to
one of his daughters.

While pleased
with the chaos,
bin Laden feared
that things were
happening so
fast that better
organised
counterrevolutionary
forces would
prevail.

“This chaos and the absence of
leadership in the [‘Arab spring’]
revolutions is the best environment to spread al-Qaeda’s
thoughts and ideas,” bin Laden
said. He praised Qatar-based
television network Al Jazeera,
which was apparently his main
source of news, for “working on
toppling regimes” and for “carrying the banner of the revolutions.”
While pleased with the chaos,
bin Laden was concerned about
the speed of developments,
fearing that things were happening so fast that better organised
counter-revolutionary forces
would prevail.
“I am upset by the timing
of the revolutions,” bin Laden
dictated. “We told them to slow
down.” It was not clear from
the journal who exactly he was
referring to or to what degree
al-Qaeda was in contact with
revolutionary movements.
Of all the “Arab spring” countries, bin Laden appeared most
hopeful about Libya, where
he believed the collapse of the
Qaddafi regime would “open the

door for jihadists.” He predicted
that al-Qaeda would establish
itself in Libya and then take jihad
across the Mediterranean to Europe. Libya, he said, “will be the
Somalia of the Mediterranean.”
Bin Laden’s observations during the time are not just interesting for historical reasons; they
also reveal that he was very
conscious of the role that political and social instability play in
providing fertile ground for jihadist groups. Of course, he had
first-hand experience with this,
having forged his terror movement while fighting in Afghanistan at a time when that country
was a failing state in the midst of
civil war. Bin Laden saw how the
Taliban exploited the situation to
grab power.
Bin Laden must have been
aware that the “Arab spring”
revolutions were the result of
deep grievances against existing
regimes, which were seen as corrupt and, in many instances, as
being in collusion with the West.
Added to these sentiments were
feelings of injustice, humiliation
and hopelessness — a perfect
recipe for jihadist recruitment.
Bin Laden’s observations that
it was “chaos” and “the absence
of leadership in the revolution”
that made the “Arab spring” a
potential boon to al-Qaeda is
worth contemplating. He correctly pointed out that a revolution without leadership quickly
descends into anarchy and that
in anarchic situations people
naturally look for anything that
promises to restore direction
and purpose. This phenomenon
may explain the Islamic State’s
initial success in establishing
its so-called caliphate in Iraq
and Syria that were essentially
ungoverned.
Societies are based on a sense
of accepted communal behaviour among their members and
government’s role is to protect
and enforce this behaviour. If
you remove government — that
is, if a country becomes ungoverned — social order can crumble
with remarkable speed, creating a societal vacuum that an
al-Qaeda or an Islamic State are
more than willing to fill.
It is no wonder that bin Laden
was encouraged by the way the
“Arab spring” was playing out in
early 2011.
One of the most fascinating titbits in bin Laden’s journal is his
recounting of a trip to the United
Kingdom he took when he was
13 years old. He reports that he
visited the 16th-century house in
which William Shakespeare grew
up in Stratford-upon-Avon.
Bin Laden does not say whether he also saw a theatrical performance there but one cannot help
but wonder whether the future
al-Qaeda leader had taken in a
production of “Hamlet” and, if
he did, whether he was inspired
by a line from Hamlet’s soliloquy in Act IV: “O, from this time
forth, my thoughts be bloody, or
be nothing worth!”

Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

l-Qaeda’s murky relationship with Iran over
the years has been a big
question mark, largely
because the jihadists are
diehard Sunni extremists, which
Iran, a Shia state, bitterly opposes
and is fighting in Iraq and Syria.
In recent months the links between al-Qaeda and Iran have increasingly become a political issue in the United States. President
Donald Trump has escalated his
confrontation with both, not just
with verbal accusations but also
military action against al-Qaeda’s
three functioning satellites — in
North Africa, Yemen and Somalia —
as well as special forces operations
in West Africa.
Trump has locked onto disclosures by the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) that al-Qaeda has
been in cahoots with Tehran since
the late 1990s, primarily because of
their shared enmity of the United
States.
CIA Director Mike Pompeo,
whom Trump appointed, had, as
a US congressman, vociferously
opposed the landmark Iran deal
under which Tehran agreed to curtail its nuclear project in return for
the lifting of crippling US-led sanctions.
The CIA’s release on November 1
of nearly half a million documents,
computer files, flash drives and
videos seized by US Navy SEALs
from Osama bin Laden’s Pakistan
hideout in May 2011 appeared to
shed new light on al-Qaeda’s supposed alliance of convenience with
Iran. It is also likely to intensify
Trump’s anti-Iran campaign.
The timing of the CIA’s action has
raised suspicions that the release
of the declassified documents was
done for political purposes, intended to give weight to Trump’s
position that the Tehran regime
cannot be trusted to adhere to the
2015 nuclear agreement it signed
with the United States and five
leading global powers.
However, the new disclosures to
some validate Trump’s hard-line
approach to Iran and his October
allegation that Iranian proxies,
meaning Lebanon’s Hezbollah,
trained the al-Qaeda cell that carried out the near-simultaneous Au-

Unfinished saga. A 2011 picture shows residents gathering outside a house in Abbott
bin Laden was killed in a raid. 							
gust 1998 bombings of the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that
killed 224 people and wounded
hundreds more.
The material seized in bin Laden’s hideout is being used by some
to imply that Tehran backed bin
Laden’s attack on the United States
on September 11, 2001, a charge
that — if ever proven — would almost certainly generate a bipartisan clamour for US military action
against Iran. No one, however, has
come up with hard evidence of
an Iran link to the attacks and the
US 9/11 Commission said it found
nothing to substantiate such a
charge. The release of the bin Lad-

en documents did not contain material relevant to the accusation.
The Wall Street Journal said that
the files indicated an al-Qaeda-Iran
“pragmatic alliance that emerged
out of shared hatred of the US and
Saudi Arabia…
“Both sides were willing to overlook profound ideological and religious differences to combat common enemies.”
On October 25, the US House of
Representatives approved legislation targeting Iran’s ballistic missile programme and its key figures.
Director of National Intelligence
Dan Coats warned that Iran’s missiles were “inherently capable” of

Enter Hamza bin Laden, primed
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

mid strong indications
that al-Qaeda is staging a major comeback,
new leaders are vying
to take command of the
pioneering jihadist organisation
and the front-runner seems to be
Osama bin Laden’s supposed favourite son, Hamza.
Al-Qaeda’s ageing leadership is
clearly promoting Hamza, in his
late 20s and dubbed “the crown
prince of terror” by British lawmakers, as the successor to his
late father as it seeks to regain the
primacy in the jihadist world that
the Islamic State (ISIS) snatched in
2014.
“Hamza is the most charismatic
and potent individual in the next
generation of jihadis simply because of his lineage and history,”
Bruce Riedel, a 30-year Central Intelligence Agency veteran, told the
Washington Post.
Al-Qaeda’s current leader, the
veteran Egyptian jihadist Ayman
al-Zawahiri, who took over after
Osama bin Laden was killed by US
Navy SEALs in a raid on his Paki-

stani hideout in May 2011, is widely seen as a figurehead lacking his
predecessor’s charisma and innovative operational zeal.
ISIS appears to be on its last
legs militarily after a string of defeats and the loss of most of the
territory it held in Syria and Iraq.
Al-Qaeda seeks to harness ISIS’s
legion of disaffected supporters
and seasoned combat veterans and
its propaganda is clearly aimed at
winning them over as their organisation fragments.
“At a time when Zawahiri and
[ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi]
seem to be fading, Hamza is the
heir apparent,” said Riedel, who
is director of the Brookings Institution’s Intelligence Project in

Al-Qaeda’s ageing
leadership is clearly
promoting Hamza, in
his late 20s and
dubbed “the crown
prince of terror” by
British lawmakers, as
the successor to his
late father .

Washington.
Al-Qaeda’s leadership has released on supportive websites audio and video recordings of Hamza
calling on followers to carry out
lone-wolf attacks on civilian targets, ISIS’s signature tactic, using
any means possible.
To mark the 16th anniversary
of al-Qaeda’s September 11, 2001,
attacks on the United States, the
group posted footage of the blazing
Twin Towers of the World Trade
Centre in New York with images of
Osama bin Laden and Hamza as a
boy superimposed on the carnage.
Osama bin Laden initially favoured his elder son, Saad, as his
successor but he was killed in a
July 2009 US drone strike in Pakistan.
To protect Hamza, al-Qaeda has
only released images of him as a
boy and his current whereabouts
are not publicly known. The United States has designated him a
“global terrorist.”
Then on November 1, the CIA
released a massive collection of
documents and videos seized
in the raid on bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan, on
May 2, 2011. An hour-long video
of Hamza’s 2009 wedding in Iran
showed him as a young adult.
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al-Qaeda-Iran alliance
The first three releases were handled by the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence. There has
been no explanation why the CIA
was responsible for the massive
November 1 release.
The assertion of an al-QaedaIran partnership has been around
since the administration of President George W. Bush. In April
2002, US intelligence perceived
what it claimed was a link between
al-Qaeda and Tehran following
al-Qaeda’s first post-9/11 attack.

The new
disclosures to some
validate Trump’s
hard-line approach
to Iran.

delivering weapons of mass destruction.
The November 1 data release
was the fourth — and by far the
largest — by the US intelligence
community since the trove of documents seized from bin Laden’s
hideout was unveiled in May 2015.
The
CIA
released
some
documents concerning the Iranal-Qaeda alliance early to the Long
War Journal, a publication connected to the Foundation for Defense
of Democracies (FDD), a conservative Washington think-tank where
some analysts are vociferous supporters of a tough approach to Iran.
That includes regime change.

That was the suicide truck
bombing of the ancient El Ghriba
synagogue on the Tunisian island
of Djerba on April 11, 2002, that
killed 14 German tourists, three
Tunisians and two Frenchmen.
The bomber was Tunisian but the
planner was believed to have been
bin Laden’s eldest son, Saad, who
at that time was also in Iran.
Saad, then in his early 20s, was
reportedly being groomed to head
al-Qaeda, but he was killed in a
July 2009 US drone strike in Pakistan. His younger half-brother
Hamza, who also was in Iran during the 2000s, is being mooted as
the group’s leader.
With Osama bin Laden and his
then-deputy, veteran Egyptian jihadist Ayman al-Zawahiri, hiding
out from American missile-firing
drones in Pakistan, al-Qaeda was
effectively run by two of its most
senior commanders then operating
in Iran, Arab intelligence sources
said at that time.
Saif al-Adel, a former Egyptian
special forces colonel and considered to be one of the group’s
most dangerous terrorists, headed
al-Qaeda’s military committee
while a Mauritanian going by the
name Abu Hafs al-Mauritani controlled the religious committee.
At the centre of the contention
that there was an agreement be-

His bride was the daughter of
Abu Mohammed al-Masri, a longtime senior al-Qaeda commander
who with Saif al-Adel and Abu
Khayr al-Masri constituted the big
three in the group’s Shura Council.
These three men were the young
Hamza’s mentors and teachers
while all were held in Iran for several years.
Adel, a former colonel in the
Egyptian army’s special forces and
branded one of the world’s most
dangerous terrorists, is said to
have Hamza’s ear.
Abu Khayr al-Masri was reportedly killed in a US drone strike in
Syria at the end of February.
“When ISIS finally crumbles
… the spotlight will return to
al-Qaeda,” cautioned Ali Soufan,
a Lebanese-American veteran of
the jihadist wars who has hunted
down many of al-Qaeda’s heavyweights. “At that point, they will
strike and strike hard.
“With bin Laden’s filial heir and
ideological successors firmly back
in the field and the group’s affiliates making territorial gains in
Yemen and elsewhere, al-Qaeda
once again has the means and the
opportunity to attack.”
On November 7, al-Qaeda’s propaganda wing, As Sahab, released

Hamza’s latest message, lionising
his father and urging supporters to
avenge his death at the hands of US
Navy SEALs and the subsequent
dumping of his body into the Indian Ocean.
Hamza called on young Muslims
to unleash a new holy war against
the United States and the West,
taking his father’s example as an
inspiration for “rising against tyrants.”
If he does come out on top, and
it seems that is what will happen,
it will have “potentially deadly
consequences for the West and the
rest of the world,” warned Soufan.
“Many factors suggest that
Hamza could be a highly effective
leader. His family pedigree, not to
mention his dynastic marriage to
the daughter of an al-Qaeda charter member, automatically entitles
him to respect from every jihadi
who follows bin Laden’s ideology,”
he wrote in a September analysis
published by the US Combating
Terrorism Centre.
“His long-standing jihadi fervour and obvious charisma and his
closeness to al-Qaeda’s most senior operatives, bolster his leadership qualities… That should worry
policymakers in the West as well as
in the Muslim world.”

tabad, Pakistan, where al-Qaeda leader Osama
			

(AP)

for succession

tween al-Qaeda and Tehran is a
19-page handwritten report from a
senior, but unidentified, al-Qaeda
operative, apparently penned in
2007.
The memo was among the documents released on November 1
and would appear to spell out the
arrangement reportedly reached
by al-Qaeda and Iran. The memo,
whose provenance was not spelled
out, indicates that Iran offered
al-Qaeda everything it needed,
including “money, arms” and
“training in Hezbollah camps in
Lebanon, in exchange for attacking
US interests in Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf.”
In a memo released earlier,
bin Laden acknowledged Iran as
al-Qaeda’s “main artery for funds,
personnel and communications.”
He observed: “In my experience,
the Iranian regime is the best example… of pragmatism in politics.
Anyone who wants to strike America, Iran is ready to support them
with money and arms and all that
is required as long as they are not
directly and clearly implicated.”
The unidentified jihadist chronicler wrote that the core deal was
negotiated for the jihadists by Mauritani following al-Qaeda’s September 11, 2001, attacks on the United
States. Mauritani was among several top al-Qaeda figures who fled
to Iran after Afghanistan fell to US
forces in November 2001. He was
reportedly close to bin Laden.
Mauritani, real name Mahfuz
Ould al-Walid, was at that time a
senior al-Qaeda Islamic scholar
and poet and had been one of the
group’s key planners since April
1998.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.

Secret dealings. A file picture shows a translated copy of an
application to join Osama bin Laden’s terrorist network in
Washington.						

(AP)

Sami Moubayed

Osama Bin Laden,
Al Jazeera and the
Muslim Brotherhood

S

audi media have been
beaming following
the release of documents found at the
compound in Pakistan
of al-Qaeda founder
Osama bin Laden
when he was killed in 2011. About
500,000 documents were made
public by the CIA and are being
reviewed by historians and journalists around the world.
The documents reveal plenty
about bin Laden’s life and inner
thoughts — jotted-down entries
in blue and red ink, often through
his wives and sisters. A 228-page
journal reveals that his native
Saudi Arabia has been right all
along when it repeatedly stressed
that bin Laden was linked, one
way or another, with three sworn
enemies of the kingdom: Iran, Qatar and the Muslim Brotherhood.
Links to all three were found in
his journal.
In a letter from bin Laden to
al-Qaeda’s media committee,
he calls for better coordination
with Al Jazeera’s correspondent
in Pakistan to respond to “false
information” being spread about
his organisation. Right after the
September 11 attacks, bin Laden
chose the Doha-based channel,
out of all other media outlets in
the world, to broadcast his infamous address laying claim to the
attacks on the United States.
He relied heavily on Al Jazeera
during the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Since his death in 2011,
bin Laden’s deputy, Ayman alZawhahiri, has appeared regularly
on its broadcasts. In one letter,
bin Laden said the channel “recommends that we take precautions,” adding that satellite channels are “stronger than the heroic
poems of the pre-Islamic era.”
In June, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain
and Egypt suspended ties with
Qatar, accusing it of aiding groups
linked to terrorism and Al Jazeera
of being a front for al-Qaeda.
Qatari authorities strongly denied
the charges.
In the leaked documents, however, bin Laden writes: “Most of
the channels have been against us
but Al Jazeera’s interests intersected with ours and it is useful
not to make it our enemy. It has
little against us and, if we oppose
it, it would take a hostile stand.”
In another letter, bin Laden
names Qatar as a suggested destination for al-Qaeda members
and their families. “In the case
of the widows,” he wrote, “the
option of going to Qatar might
not suit them” without explain-

ing why. In a letter to his younger
wife, Khayria Saber, he asks if she
would be willing to live in Qatar
and in another he commands his
son and political heir, Hamza:
“Go to Qatar!”
When speaking to one of his
wives about their children, their
command of Arabic and sharia,
bin Laden writes: “It is good if
you brought us the Qatari curriculum, if possible, or through
the internet, and better if you can
bring the printed books; three
copies each one. Bring as much as
possible of the supporting material as well.”
On only one occasion does bin
Laden criticise Al Jazeera and
that was for airing gruesome
images from Yemen. He said a
warning should have been issued
for sensitive viewers and children
and then quickly returns to praising the channel for “working on
toppling regimes and carrying the
banner of revolution.”
Bin Laden also said: “I am upset
by the timing of the revolutions.
We told them to step down,”
again without specifying which
countries he approached.
Interestingly, bin Laden seems
to admire Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the
91-year-old Egyptian cleric who
stands as spiritual godfather of
the Muslim Brotherhood and Qatar’s present emir, Sheikh Tamim
bin Hamad al-Thani.
Living in Doha since the early
1960s, Qaradawi trained and
indoctrinated four generations of
jihadist activists, ideologues and
military commanders, not only
in Qatar but throughout the Arab
world. He is a wanted man in
Cairo. The UAE and Saudi Arabia
see him as the source of all evil in
the Arab Gulf.
Despite great pressure to have
Qaradawi extradited, Sheikh
Tamim has refused to budge, receiving Qaradawi at the royal palace last summer and distributing
a photo of him kissing Qaradawi’s
hand.
Seemingly, Sheikh Tamim and
bin Laden share similar affection
for Qaradawi, with the former
al-Qaeda leader saying: “If he
talks (Qaradawi), that will help
boost popular confidence that
the (Libyan) rebels are right.
Qaradawi’s shift (means that)
[former Libyan dictator Muammar] Qaddafi is over!”
The admiration, it seems, dates
to bin Laden’s youthful days,
when he confesses he briefly
joined the Egyptian Muslim
Brotherhood, which would have
put him, organisationally, under
Qaradawi’s command.
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As Turkey and US agree to disagree, Erdogan heads east
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

urkey and the United
States have failed to iron
out differences in key areas of their relationship,
including a visa dispute,
during high-level talks that put a
spotlight on tensions between Ankara and the West.
Turkish Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim met with US Vice-President Mike Pence in the White
House on November 9 in the first
face-to-face contact by senior officials of the two NATO partners
since the United States angered
Ankara a month earlier by suspending visa services for Turks in
response to the arrest of an employee of the US Consulate in Istanbul by Turkish authorities.
A White House statement issued
after the Pence-Yildirim meeting expressed hope for a “new
chapter in US-Turkey relations”
as well as agreement “on the
need for constructive dialogue.”
Yildirim told Turkish reporters
travelling with him that, while
Pence had displayed a “positive”
approach towards Turkey, the
visa problem remained unsolved.
“We will follow developments,”
he said.
Turkey introduced similar restrictions for US citizens and both
countries had relaxed their visa
bans before Yildirim’s visit.
The White House and Turkey
were unable to resolve other issues as well. Yildirim said Pence
had made it clear that US support
for a Kurdish militia in Syria, seen
as a terrorist group by Ankara,
would continue despite Turkish
protests. Pence pressed Yildirim
on the case of Andrew Brunson, a
US pastor under arrest in Turkey,
and Yildirim criticised an indictment by US prosecutors against
Reza Zarrab, an Iranian-Turkish
gold trader awaiting trial in New
York. Reports have said Zarrab’s
trial might rekindle corruption allegations against the Erdogan government.
“We have decided to continue
the dialogue,” Yildirim said about
his meeting with Pence, the Turkish newspaper Hurriyet reported.

Standstill. US Vice-President Mike Pence (L) escorts Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim to his car after a meeting at the White
House, on November 9. 														
The prime minister and the vicepresident agreed to create a direct
phone link and Yildirim said: “Our
telephones will be reachable 24
hours.”
Some observers saw Yildirim’s
visit as a failure.
“The trip’s futility is hardly
surprising for Turkey watchers,” Aykan Erdemir and Merve
Tahiroglu of the Foundation for
Defense of Democracies, a Washington think-tank, wrote in an
analysis. “The Turkish prime
minister probably had no illusions of his ability to extract any
concessions from his American
counterparts but, as Erdogan’s

Pence made it clear
that US support for a
Kurdish militia in
Syria, seen as a
terrorist group by
Ankara, would
continue despite
Turkish protests.

loyal caretaker, Yildirim performed the role that his boss had
demanded.”
While Turkey’s ties with the
United States and key European
allies remain difficult, Ankara is
strengthening its relations with
Russia. Less than two months
after Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan met with Russian
President Vladimir Putin in Turkey, the Turkish leader was to see
him November 13 at Russia’s Black
Sea resort of Sochi.
Turkey raised eyebrows in the
West by cooperating with Russia
in the Syrian crisis and by talking with Moscow about buying a

(AP)

Russian missile defence system,
S-400, a highly unusual step for a
NATO country.
Erdogan was also to fly to Kuwait for talks that are expected
to centre on the row between
Qatar and a Saudi-led quartet of neighbouring countries.
Turkey is a supporter of Qatar,
while US President Donald Trump
has taken a strong stance against
what he calls financial support for
terrorism by the government in
Doha.
Thomas Seibert is
a Washington correspondent
for The Arab Weekly.

Erdogan’s self-created paradox
Yavuz Baydar

is a Turkish journalist and regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

The only one who
could rock the boat
is charismatic
Kurdish leader
Selahattin
Demirtas, who is
being held in
prison indefinitely.

In Ankara’s growing kerfuffle
of politics, the chief paradox is
this: The more Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan consolidates
power, the more unstable foreign
policy becomes.
There seems to be broad international consensus on this point. The
element of unpredictability has
reached such a worrisome dimension that commentators, such as
Marc Pierini of Carnegie Europe
and Steven Cook of the Council on
Foreign Relations, remarked on the
“roughness” of Turkey’s partnership with its Western alliance.
The reason is obvious: Almost
all the components of Turkey’s
domestic and international policy
are being defined, presented and
implemented on the basis of
Erdogan’s interests, not Turkey’s
national interests. Now, facing a
flood of allegations over corruption
and the breach of international law,
Turkey’s strongman is in trouble
and has known it all along.
The case of lorries allegedly
carrying weaponry to jihadists in
Syria, which led to the harassment
of journalists from the Turkish
daily, Cumhuriyet, which published photos of the incident, is
lurking. The so-called RedHack
trial, in which reporters, including
German journalist Deniz Yucel,
were arrested and charged for
reporting on leaked e-mail messages allegedly written by Energy

Minister Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s
son-in-law, spread further suspicion about corrupt practices.
Most important is a criminal
case to be heard in federal court in
New York. It not only implicates
Iranian-Turkish gold trader Reza
Zarrab, known to have links to
Erdogan, but encapsulates Turkish
bankers and a former minister in
Erdogan’s cabinet, Zafer Caglayan.
Alleged attempts to bypass an
Iranian embargo have been placed
at the epicentre of all elements of
Turkey’s — or, rather, Erdogan’s —
foreign policy parameters.
What has baffled and misled
many Turkey analysts over the
past two years has simply been
their negligence in reading into the
Zarrab case and misunderstanding the logic of Erdogan: He takes
every antagonism personally and,
when facing threats to himself,
his family or his men, reflexively
applies archaic countermeasures,
defying the established codes of
international diplomacy. It took a
little time for observers in Turkey
to understand that the cases of the
lorries, RedHack and Zarrab were
major issues and that all else in
Turkish politics came second.
The Zarrab case exemplifies how
irrepressible the truth is, no matter
how much one wants it to go away.
Erdogan was successful in burying
the case at home in 2014. With the
help of a submissive media sector,

he convinced large segments of
Turkish society that the case was
baseless, a fiction concocted by
Gulenist law enforcers and prosecutors.
Its emergence in the American
justice system, the product of a
years-long FBI investigation, however, came as proof that Erdogan’s
personally enforced narrative could
not be sustained beyond Turkey’s
borders. Thus, the nightmare and
the perplexing patterns in Turkish
de-anchoring from NATO and the
European Union.
Another element growing in the
paradox is that there is a sense
within the Turkish government
that Erdogan has become a liability
and is engaging in politics that are
hardly rational on the domestic and
international level. Mixed messages
from Prime Minister Binali Yildirim
and other ministers help explain
that this perception is common on
the top echelons of Erdogan’s ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP). A widening gap between the
palace and the party leadership has
become visible.
This realisation, never openly articulated but whispered in private
conversations among the ruling
party elites in Ankara and business
circles in Istanbul, brought those
somewhat closer to Turkey’s Western partners, which had noted the
Erdogan-as-a-liability dimension
much earlier.

While establishing consensus on
a fact is one thing, how the masses
perceive a strong-willed leader
is another. While it is true that
Erdogan can no longer rule Turkey
without the state of emergency,
under a strict decree regime, he is
in control in two key ways: All the
state institutions — judiciary, media
and academia, etc. — are under
his personal control and surveys
indicate he is backed by 38-49% of
the populace and unchallenged by
an alternative.
The only one who could rock the
boat is charismatic Kurdish leader
Selahattin Demirtas, who is being
held in prison indefinitely.
Cold, hard logic tells us that to
prevent himself from losing power
democratically, Erdogan is holding
all the tools in his hand. The fact
that he, in pure Machiavellian
pragmatism, has forged an alliance
with the Turkish state’s militarist,
anti-Kurdish, anti-Western old
guard only makes the prediction
bleak.
How to deal with Turkey? This
is a key question facing the new
governing coalition taking shape in
Germany and governments in other
world capitals. There seems to be
no easy way to normalise relations
as long as Turkey’s strongman
is in power, with no democratic
challenge in sight. All Berlin and
Washington are left to do is
damage control.
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Russia’s economic stakes in Iran are growing
Gareth Smyth

London

I

n the past several weeks, Russian President Vladimir Putin
has received Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
in Moscow and met with Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei in Tehran. Russia is
making diplomatic efforts in Syria
both through the Astana peace process and in expressing interest in
autonomy for Syrian Kurds and so
wooing the Democratic Union Party, an erstwhile United States ally
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Russian outreach does not stop
there. Despite supporting Syrian
President Bashar Assad alongside
Hezbollah in the Syria war, Moscow
maintains intelligence co-operation with Israel, vital in the splitsecond coordination required with
fighter jets in the same airspace.
Compared to the pomp and media circus following US President
Donald Trump, Putin proceeds
with stealth. The crucial difference
is that Putin does not see politics
as a zero-sum game. By avoiding
simplistic “either-or” options, he
advances Russia’s political and economic interests even while posing
as an arbitrator.
The regional powers understand
this mentality. Turkey is allied
with the United States and the Gulf
Arabs in supporting the Syrian opposition but shares Iran’s fears over
Kurdish autonomy. The Saudis talk
of a “Shia crescent” and yet blockade Qatar, a fellow Salafist monarchy while reaching out to Iraqi Shia
leaders. Israel has developed subtle
links with Arab leaders who share
the Israelis’ fears over Iran and the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Likewise, Iran has long-standing
commitments to regional allies —
Syrian President Bashar Assad and
Hezbollah — and a pragmatism that
Iranian President Hassan Rohani
has sought to develop. Iran’s leaders are suspicious of Russia given
historical rivalries and Moscow’s
2005 support for referring Tehran’s

nuclear programme to the UN Security Council. And yet, they welcome common ground against the
Trump administration.
Putin’s visit boosts political
and economic co-operation after
Trump called for tougher sanctions on Iran and refused to certify
Tehran’s compliance with the 2015
nuclear agreement. In Tehran, Putin reiterated Russia’s commitment
to the nuclear deal, officially called
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA). He stressed that
Iran’s missile programme was an
unrelated defence matter.
Putin took with him senior energy officials and CEOs and there
were six memorandums of understanding signed with Russian companies, including Gazprom and
Rosneft. Rosneft CEO Igor Sechin
cited a figure, apparently for his
company alone, of $30 billion in
investments in “several oil and gas
fields.” Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak said that, by yearend, Russia and Iran would agree to
a project involving Gazprom sending Iranian gas to India.

Putin’s visit boosts
political and economic
co-operation after
Trump called for
tougher sanctions
on Iran.
This adds to seven memorandums of understanding agreed
to last year for seven oilfields
with Lukoil, Gazprom, Tatneft
and Zarubezhneft. The fields are
largely established ones with poor
recovery rates. Iran has said it was
in talks with Rosneft over four oilfields and with Gazprom over gas
projects, including a pipeline to India, storage and liquid natural gas.
Memorandums of understanding
do not always come to fruition and
Tehran is keeping its options open.
It is wary of being too reliant on
Russia or on anyone else.
Iran would like to tempt Western
energy majors, which have the latest technology and can help meet

Iran’s target of $200 billion foreign
investment in energy by 2021 but it
has not yet added to the $5 billion
deal signed with Total in July for
phase 11 of the South Pars gas field.
While European investment in
the wider Iranian economy is increasing, the dollar’s special role in
oil makes the energy majors fearful
of current and possible US sanctions. If the Western companies
continue to hold back, Russian involvement in Iranian energy will
increase.
Russia’s overall trade with Iran
— approximately $2 billion in 2016
— is below 2010’s record $3.7 billion but it is growing, with both
sides examining options for barter
given Iran’s lack of access to dollars
to fund an unfavourable trade balance.
Russia’s exports to Iran are led
by machinery, arms (notably the
S-300 missile defence system delivered last year) and grain. Russian
private companies are investing
in Iranian internet companies and
pharmaceuticals.
Energy is important but not the
only potential area for growth.
While in Tehran, Putin attended a
three-way summit with Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev to move
along the “north-south corridor”
project. This is a transit link from
Iran to northern and Eastern Europe. The summit backed speedy
completion of the Rasht-Astana
rail link, further energy swaps and
establishing a legal regime for the
Caspian Sea.
This is part of a web of new pipeline and rail links through central
Asia to China that Oxford Professor Peter Frankopan has called a
“New Silk Road” but there is also
a more short-term, specific Iranian response to the United States.
Whereas President Barack Obama
saw the JCPOA as a step towards
reorienting Iran towards the West,
Trump is pushing it closer to Russia.
Gareth Smyth is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly. He
was chief correspondent in Iran for
the Financial Times in 2003-07.

Expanding reach. Russian President Vladimir Putin steps down
from his plane on his arrival to Mehrabad Airport in Tehran, on
November 1.
			
(AP)

Iran concerned about Hariri’s resignation fallout

Ali Alfoneh

is a non-resident senior fellow at
Rafik Hariri Centre for the Middle
East at the Atlantic Council.

Facing increased
uncertainty in
Lebanon, Tehran is
forced to provide
Hezbollah with
increased funds
and more arms.

I

ran, which is often the instigator of regional instability,
is concerned about volatility
sparked by the resignation
of Lebanese Prime Minister
Saad Hariri. Hariri’s stepping
down not only ends the political
cohabitation between Hezbollah
and other leading political forces
in Lebanon, it exposes Tehran’s
ally to a military threat from Israel
and harsh international sanctions.
Everything seemed to be in
Tehran’s favour when Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei’s foreign policy adviser
Ali Akbar Velayati met with Hariri
in Beirut on November 3. “Iran
supports stability in Lebanon and
defends the stability of the Lebanese government,” Velayati said
after the meeting.
He continued: “It is the terrorists and extremist takfiri movements, supported by the United
States, the Zionists and some regional countries, who do not want
stability, security, independence
and unity in the region.”
Hariri responded by saying: “In
spite of some conflicts, stability and security is established in
Lebanon and all groups cooperate
[to achieve this goal].”
Less than 48 hours later, Hariri
had resigned. In a televised address from Riyadh, Hariri said he
feared an assassination plot and
accused Iran of meddling in the
region, causing “devastation and
chaos.”
Iranian leaders and the country’s regional allies attempted
to give measured and confident
responses but they are clearly

fearful of political instability in
Lebanon.
Rather than attack Hariri and
his Future Movement, Hezbollah
leader Hassan Nasrallah charged
Saudi Arabia with the “dangerous accusations” made in Hariri’s
resignation statement. He urged
the Lebanese people to remain
calm. In an indirect reference to
the 1975-90 civil war in Lebanon,
Nasrallah warned against “taking
politics into the streets” and “returning to sectarian provocations
of the past.” He said Israel would
not “wage war unless the result is
decisively in its favour.”
In Tehran, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Bahram Qassemi took
a similar line and targeted Saudi

Arabia. He said: “The resigned
Lebanese prime minister’s
repetition of unfounded accusations levelled against Iran by the
Zionists, Saudis and Americans
bear witness to the fact that this
resignation, too, is a new scenario
to create new tension in Lebanon
and in the region.”
Major-General Mohammad Ali
Jafari, the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps commander, assumed a bolder posture. Hariri’s
departure from office “may not
be that bad,” he said. “What good
did he do for the Lebanese people?
God willing, the situation will
improve.”
“A resignation delivered in Riyadh sends the clear message that

House of cards. The head of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps, Major-General Mohammad Ali Jafari, speaks to journalists
in Tehran. 							(AP)

it took place with the backing of
the Arrogance [the United States]
and the Arab states,” Jafari added.
Iran and its allies have every
reason to be concerned. With the
blessing of Lebanese President
Michel Aoun, Hariri’s premiership
marked at least political cohabitation, if not reconciliation between
Hezbollah and other leading
political forces in Lebanon. This
arrangement not only legitimised
Hezbollah as a part of the government but implicitly recognised
Hezbollah’s military and its engagement in neighbouring Syria.
Hariri’s resignation effectively
puts an end to this.
In addition, Hezbollah may find
itself more exposed to international sanctions and extremely
vulnerable if there is armed conflict with Israel. It is ill-prepared
for this given its costly involvement in Syria over the past six
years. I have identified 1,172 Hezbollah fighters, including 71 senior
officers, killed in combat in Syria
since October 2012. This number
must be considered an absolute
minimum; the real figures are
probably higher. Hezbollah fighters undoubtedly gained combat
experience in Syria but the militia
needs time to reorganise and
rebuild its capabilities.
Facing increased uncertainty
in Lebanon and the risk of Israeli
military action against Hezbollah,
Tehran is forced to provide Hezbollah with increased funds and
more arms. With one move on the
chess board, the house of cards
built by the Islamic Republic has
come tumbling down.
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Minister’s resignation over secret Israeli meetings
raises questions about UK’s Palestinian policy
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

B

ritish International Development Secretary Priti
Patel was forced to resign
after she had more than
a dozen unauthorised
meetings with Israeli officials, raising questions about the UK government’s policy regarding the Palestinians.
Patel faced accusations of breaching the ministerial code for failing
to clear the meetings through the
Foreign Office and Downing Street.
Twelve of the meetings, including
one with Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, took place while
Patel was on a 12-day family holiday
to Israel in August.
The situation escalated after it
became known that Patel tried to
conceal other meetings with Israeli
officials. She was summoned to
London from Kenya on November
8 and forced to tender her resignation.

Patel faced a storm of
criticism at home and
abroad for visiting a
military hospital in the
occupied Golan
Heights.
“While my actions were meant
with the best of intentions, my actions also fell below the standards
of transparency and openness that
I have promoted and advocated,”
Patel acknowledged in her resignation letter.
“As you know the UK and Israel
are close allies and it is right that
we should work closely together
but that must be done formally and
through official channels,” British
Prime Minister Theresa May replied
in her official response.

The move meant May had to conduct a second cabinet reshuffle in a
week following the resignation of
Defence Secretary Michael Fallon
over allegations of sexual misconduct. Patel was replaced as secretary of state for international development by Penny Mordaunt, a
former work and pensions minister
who, like Patel, is known as a keen
Brexiteer.
Patel faced a storm of criticism at
home and abroad for visiting a military hospital in the occupied Golan
Heights and for discussing channelling British development aid directly to the Israeli military to assist in
humanitarian efforts there.
The British government does not
officially recognise Israel’s presence in the Golan Heights.
“If a cabinet minister says she
wants to funnel money to the IDF
[Israeli Defence Forces] and to funnel money to the occupied Golan
Heights… this is in total contradiction of the main policies of this government that is pushing for a twostate solution,” Manuel Hassassian,
the Palestinian ambassador to the
United Kingdom, told ITV news.
The British government sought to
play down allegations that Patel’s
discussions with Israeli officials
augured an official change in policy. “There is no change in policy…
The UK does not provide any financial support to the Israeli army,” a
Downing Street spokesman said.
Questions were raised about the
role played by the influential Israeli lobby in British politics. Patel’s
meetings with Israeli officials were
set up and attended by Lord Stuart
Polak, a well-known Conservative
lobbyist and honorary president of
the Conservative Friends of Israel
group.
“This is about donors and influence,” acknowledged one minister,
who spoke to the BBC on the condition of anonymity.
Patel also met with Gilad Erdan,

Belated exit. Britain’s then International Development Secretary Priti Patel leaves 10 Downing Street
in London, on November 8.									
(AP)
Israel’s minister of public security,
strategic affairs and minister of information, who is in charge of dealing with the boycott, divestment
and sanctions (BDS) movement
meant to pressure Israel.
“Israel’s interest in Patel has to
do with cutting off British aid to the
Palestinians through her department and fighting the BDS campaign, both of which Patel is in a
position to bring about,” said Ghada
Karmi, a research fellow at the Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies
at the University of Exeter, in comments carried by RT.
“Scrutiny also needs to be given

to the fact that two of the secret
meetings were with Gilad Erdan.
He has no developmental brief. His
ministerial brief is to suppress activism for Palestinian human rights
in Israel and abroad. The purpose of
Patel’s meetings with him and the
full agenda need to be disclosed,”
said Palestine Solidarity Campaign
Director Ben Jamal in a statement.
Since the Patel incident there
have been calls for the United Kingdom, which has pledged 0.7% of
gross national income on international aid, to be more transparent
in its international development
policy.

“The new secretary of state faces
an immediate challenge of restoring integrity to British international
development policy after the actions of Priti Patel,” said Shadow International Development Secretary
Kate Osamor.
“Unlike Priti Patel, who too often
used the department to prop up her
personal networks and leadership
ambitions, Mordaunt must quickly
commit to the central cause of the
department: To help the world’s
poorest,” she added.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Israel’s supporters seek to silence pro-Palestinian activism in US

Mark Habeeb

W

hen Hurricane Harvey
ploughed into
the Texas
coast in September, causing more than
$150 billion in damage and leaving
tens of thousands homeless, one of
the hardest hit locales was Dickinson, a town of about 20,000, 48km
south-east of Houston. Residents
of Dickinson are applying for funds
from the state of Texas’s Hurricane
Harvey Relief Fund to help them
rebuild their lives.
The funds are available to any
resident who suffered losses from
the storm. There is, however, one
condition: To be eligible for state
funds, individuals must declare
that they do not and never will
boycott Israel. The application to
receive financial assistance states it
clearly: “The Applicant verifies that

One condition. Two men work to rebuild a fishing business in Port
Aransas in Texas.					
(AP)

the Applicant: (1) does not boycott
Israel; and (2) will not boycott
Israel during the term of this Agreement.”
The fact that victims of one of
the worst natural disasters in US
history cannot receive assistance
from their state government unless
they pledge support and allegiance
to a foreign government may be
shocking but in Texas — and many
other states as well — it’s the law.
In the case of Texas, the law in
question was signed in May by
Republican Governor Greg Abbott.
It declares that no one can receive
assistance from or do business
with the state of Texas without first
vowing not to boycott Israel. When
he signed the law, Abbott declared:
“Anti-Israel policies are anti-Texas
policies.”
Legislatures in 34 out of the 50
US states have introduced some
form of similar legislation since
the first measure was passed by Illinois in 2015. Illinois’ law requires
a pledge not to boycott Israel,
establishes a black list of foreign
companies that do boycott Israel
and requires the state’s pension
fund to divest from those companies. Florida’s law features a
similar blacklist.
When proposed not-boycottIsrael legislation failed to pass
the state legislature in New York,
Democratic Governor Andrew
Cuomo signed an executive order
implementing many of the failed
law’s provisions. Dozens of local
US jurisdictions, such as counties
and cities, have passed resolutions,
which don’t have the force of law,
critical of what is known as the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) movement, a global campaign launched in 2005.

The Texas law, like those in
many other states, is a response
to the growing support for the
non-violent BDS movement, which
opposes the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territories and argues
that only sanctions against Israel
will bring about a change in policy.
While the BDS movement originated in the Palestinian territories,
where it is led by Gandhi Peace
Award-winner Omar Barghouti,
many of the strongest advocates
for BDS in the United States are
progressive anti-occupation Jewish
groups. They include Jewish Voice
for Peace (JVP) and IfNotNow. They
have joined with Palestinian-American organisations to advocate
for non-violent sanctions against
Israel.
Rising support for BDS, especially on US university campuses,
has made the movement a target
of pro-Israel groups, including
the major mainstream American
Jewish community organisations
as well as evangelical Christian
churches, which are among the
Jewish state’s most vocal proponents in the United States. Various
state-level anti-BDS laws are the
result of their intensive lobbying.
They have, predictably, termed the
BDS movement “anti-Semitic.”
In March, the US Congress joined
the fight when Senator Benjamin
Cardin, a Democrat from Maryland,
proposed a bill that would essentially criminalise support for BDS.
Cardin’s bill was quickly endorsed
by 50 other senators and avidly
supported by the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)
and the Anti-Defamation League.
Significantly, Cardin’s bill forbids
support for boycotts against “entities organised under the laws of Is-

rael,” which means that even Israeli
settlements would be defended
against BDS actions.
Cardin’s proposed bill, however, sparked resistance from
civil libertarian groups, such as the
powerful American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which claimed
that it amounted to an attack on
free speech, a right guaranteed by
the US Constitution. MoveOn, a
progressive activist organisation
instrumental in mobilising votes
for Barack Obama in the 2008 and
2012 presidential elections, opposed Cardin’s bill for not making
a distinction between Israel and
Israeli settlements.
The push-back against Cardin’s
bill slowed its momentum and led
one initial supporter — New York’s
Democratic US Senator Kirsten Gillibrand — to reverse her position.
The bill has been referred to a Senate committee but no further steps
have been taken.
The slew of anti-BDS laws and
proposed laws will most likely face
court challenges at some point.
Before that can happen, however,
a plaintiff must show evidence of
“damages” — for example, a resident of Dickinson, Texas, could sue
the state if he is denied necessary
assistance due to refusing to sign
the pro-Israel pledge. Such a court
challenge probably would focus on
the issue of free speech, a sacrosanct right that is widely supported
by both American conservatives
and liberals. Many legal experts
doubt that anti-BDS laws — at least
the most extreme ones — could
withstand such a challenge.
In the meantime, however, proIsrael forces will continue working
to squelch the growing popularity
of the BDS movement.
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Russia draws closer to Egypt

John C.K. Daly

is a Washington-based specialist
on Russian and post-Soviet affairs.

For Egypt,
cooperation with
Russia allows it to
counterbalance the
United States and
Saudi Arabia and
diversify its
foreign policy
options.

I

ts relationship with Russia has helped Egypt cope
with chronic economic
problems, not least ensuring food security via wheat
imports. Now, comes news
that Russia’s top oil company
Rosneft has bought a 30% stake
to help develop Egypt’s offshore
Zohr natural gas field, the largest in the Mediterranean. There’s
also an agreement to construct
Egypt’s first nuclear power plant
to address the country’s persistent
electricity shortage.
Egypt-Russia relations date to
the presidency of Gamal Abdel Nasser but have waxed and
waned. Nasser’s successors, Anwar
Sadat and Hosni Mubarak, downgraded relations while moving
closer to the United States. It was
the emergence on the national and
international stage in late 1999 of
Russian President Vladimir Putin
that provided the basis for deepening relations.
Putin visited the Middle East for
the first time in April 2005, picking
Egypt as his destination. A turning
point came with the overthrow of
Muhammad Morsi and his Muslim Brotherhood administration
in July 2013. The developments
were regarded in Moscow with less
ambivalence than Mubarak’s 2011
resignation. Unlike many Western
countries and the African Union,
which suspended Egypt’s membership, Russia tacitly supported
the coup. Putin’s administration
had crystallised its view that in the
Middle East, stable authoritarianism was much more acceptable
than fragile democracy.
Russia’s relations with postMorsi Egypt prospered. A year after
his overthrow, Russian government statistics indicated, bilateral
Russian-Egyptian trade totalled
$5.5 billion, almost double its 2013
level. During a February 2015 visit,
Putin signed three agreements confirming that the two countries had
reached a new level of cooperation.
Tourism was also a significant
element in bilateral ties. Before
the Islamic State (ISIS) bombed a
Russian jet over Sinai on October
31, 2015, killing all 224 people on
board, more than 30% of the tourists who had recently visited Egypt
were Russian. They provided a
major boost to Egypt’s tourism
revenues, which made up nearly
one-third of the country’s hard currency income. Talks are under way
to revive the suspended flights.
Egypt has strategic value for Russia, as it controls the Suez Canal.

Strategic relations. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (R) meets with Egyptian Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry ahead of talks in Moscow, last August. 			
The Egyptian Trade Ministry announced that it expects to sign a
formal agreement with Russia by
year-end to build a 5 million sq.
metre industrial zone east of Port
Said. It’s meant to attract more
than $7 billion in investments.
Russian investment in President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s proposed
Suez Canal economic zone will be
increasingly important. Despite
the Suez Canal bypass opened two
years ago, the World Bank reported
that for the first quarter of this
fiscal year, canal revenues dropped
4.8%.
Then there are the defence
deals. By 2015, Egypt had signed
$5 billion in arms deals with Russia, which included the sale of 50
MiG-29M fighter jets, Buk-M2E and
Antey-2500 long-range air defence
systems and Ka-52K helicopters
for Egypt’s Mistral-class assault
ships bought in France. Several
agreements have been signed to
renovate Egyptian military production factories, along with a
protocol to grant Egypt access to
Russia’s global satellite positioning

system GLONASS. In September, a
$2 billion Egypt-Russia armaments
contract was concluded, underwritten by Saudi Arabia.
On the operational side, Russia and Egypt had their first joint
naval drills in June 2015, followed
in October 2016 by joint military
exercises. In a move to enhance
Egyptian security, Russia reportedly deployed Special Forces to
Egypt’s Libyan border in March.
It signals Russia’s growing role in
Libya and Egypt’s blessing for it.
Egypt has made known its support for Russia’s efforts to assist
regional stability by refusing to
condemn its Syrian intervention at
the UN Security Council in October
2016 and again in February 2017.
In the energy field, there is Rosneft’s stake in the Zohr natural gas
field and the Russian State Atomic
Energy Corporation (Rosatom)
announced its readiness to build
four nuclear power plant units
with post-Fukushima technology
at El Dabaa in northern Egypt.
They would be Egypt’s first nuclear
power plants.

(AP)

Russia has helped Egypt with
securing food supplies, a critical political issue. Russia is the
largest supplier of wheat to Egypt,
which is the world’s largest wheat
importer. Despite recent Egyptian concerns about ergot fungus
contamination of some imports,
analysts said this particular trade
was likely to continue to flourish.
As for the future, Russia is boosting Egypt’s presence in international forums. During the September BRICS summit in China, Putin
accepted Sisi’s invitation for a
state visit. Russia is also discussing
plans for Egypt to join the Eurasian Economic Union, consisting
of Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan and Armenia.
Russia is trying to position itself
as a key player in the Middle East,
particularly with countries that suffer growing threats of terrorism.
For Egypt, cooperation with Russia
allows it to counterbalance the
United States and Saudi Arabia and
diversify its foreign policy options.
It would seem to be a win-win
situation.

How long can Putin dance with both Riyadh and Tehran?

Mark Katz

Mark N. Katz is a professor of
government and politics at
George Mason University in
the United States.

Putin’s aim is not
to resolve the
Saudi-Iranian conflict
but to keep it
manageable so Russia
can continue and
even increase its
cooperation with
both countries.

U

nlike US President
Donald Trump,
who openly shares
Saudi Arabia’s hostility towards Iran,
Russian President
Vladimir Putin has
sought to avoid taking sides in the
growing Saudi-Iranian dispute.
Indeed, the recent meeting
between Putin and Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in
Moscow was quickly followed by
Putin’s visit to Tehran, where he
met with Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei and President Hassan Rohani.
Russia clearly is seeking good
relations with both countries
despite their antagonism towards
each other.
What is Putin’s objective? The
most basic answer is that Russia
values and needs cooperation
with both Tehran and Riyadh. In
Syria, Russia and Iran are very
much co-dependent on each other
in their effort to prop up the Assad
regime and defeat its opponents.
Moscow needs Iran and its Shia
militia allies to supply the ground
forces that Russia does not want
to deploy to Syria just as much
as Tehran needs Russia’s capable

combat air support.
At the same time, Saudi-Russian
cooperation in restraining oil
production is crucial for meeting
Putin’s need to prop up oil prices
to support Russia’s stagnant economy. Putin is heavily dependent
on petroleum exports for funding
his ambitious arms build-up plans
and for helping him maintain
internal stability. Putin hopes to
increase Russian exports to and
investment from Saudi Arabia to
alleviate the economic pressure
Moscow faces because of Western
economic sanctions related to his
policies towards Ukraine.
In other words, Putin is seeking
good relations with both Tehran
and Riyadh at the same time because Russia needs them. SaudiIranian mutual hostility provides
certain opportunities for Moscow.
While neither Riyadh nor Tehran
appreciates Moscow’s cooperating
with the other, Putin understands
that their mutual antagonism is
so great that neither can afford
not to cooperate with Moscow. If
anything, Saudi-Iranian hostility motivates both Riyadh and
Tehran to increase cooperation
with Moscow to project the image
that Russia really is on their side

— a competition that Putin is most
willing to exploit.
Having good relations with both
Saudi Arabia and Iran gives Putin
an advantage over the United
States. He understands that Washington’s ability to talk with both
Arabs and Israelis after the Soviet
Union broke diplomatic ties with
Israel in 1967 enabled Washington
to dominate the Arab-Israeli peace
negotiations and exclude Moscow
from a meaningful role in them.
However, Moscow’s ability to
talk with both Riyadh and Tehran
while the Trump administration is
pursuing a hostile policy towards
Iran may allow Putin to dominate
any Saudi-Iranian effort to reduce
their mutual tensions as well as
exclude Washington from any
such process.
Of course, being able to talk
with both sides in a dispute is no
guarantee that a third party can
reduce tensions between them.
Still, just being able to do so can
help Putin build his image as a
responsible statesman who is
genuinely seeking conflict resolution, in contrast to US President
Donald Trump.
Being seen as promoting SaudiIranian conflict resolution as well

as Saudi-Qatari, Israeli-Palestinian
and other Middle Eastern conflict resolution efforts is helpful
in ensuring that Middle Eastern
governments do not support Western economic sanctions against
Russia.
Putin’s aim, though, is not to
resolve the Saudi-Iranian conflict but to keep it manageable
so Russia can continue and even
increase its cooperation with both
countries. Indeed, in addition to
viewing it as not actually possible,
Putin may see resolving the SaudiIranian conflict as undesirable because it is very difficult to imagine
genuine Saudi-Iranian reconciliation occurring without an IranianAmerican one also occurring.
There is, of course, very little
risk of this taking place so long as
Trump is US president. A danger
for Putin is that Saudi-Iranian
hostility escalates into direct
conflict throughout the region. If
this occurred, Washington would
undoubtedly support Riyadh, thus
confronting Putin with the choice
of either siding with Iran or staying out of the conflict. Preventing
Saudi-Iranian hostility from escalating, then, is crucial for Putin
but it may be beyond his capacity.
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A view of
downtown
Amman.
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Questions on funding haunt Jordan’s ‘smart’ city plans
The Arab Weekly staff

London

J

ordan plans to build a city
east of Amman to ease population density and traffic
congestion but some Jordanians are asking how the cashstrapped country would fund the
project.
The plan to build the city 30km
from Amman is part of a drive to
stimulate the Jordanian economy
and attract long-term investment,
the government said.
Touted
as
“environmentally
friendly, sustainable and smart,” the
new city would be built on a major
highway that links Jordan to Iraq
and Saudi Arabia. The cost of the
project has not been announced.
The project was aimed at finding
“drastic solutions to rising population density and traffic congestion”
in Amman and the north-eastern

city of Zarqa, said the statement
carried by the official Petra news
agency.
Amman is home to 4 million people and 1.3 million live in Zarqa.
The statement said their combined
populations are predicted to reach
10 million by 2050.
The project would “invest in
clean and renewable sources of energy and water treatment” as well
as provide affordable housing, the
statement said. It would be built in
five phases with the first completed
by 2030 and the last in 2050 when
the city is expected to cover 390
sq.km.
“State institutions and ministries will be moved to the new city
throughout the project’s various
stages,” it added.
“Part of the housing lands will
be granted to cooperative societies
of public employees, professional
associations and military retirees’
corporation to help support middleclass citizens and their capability to

own houses,” the Jordan Times reported.
Jordanian officials said they
hoped the project would attract private and foreign investors.
“The venture will be fully financed and implemented in cooperation between the public and
private sectors. Developers from
the private sector will rehabilitate
the location and lay infrastructures
under a build-operate-transfer formula with financing secured from
local, regional and international financial companies and banks,” the

Jordanians are
asking how their
cash-strapped
kingdom would be
able to fund the
project.

Jordan Times said.
Jordan is devoid of natural resources and has been severely affected by wars in its neighbours
Syria and Iraq with refugees from
both countries seeking haven in Jordan.
The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) said Jordan
hosts more than 650,000 refugees
from Syria; the kingdom puts the
number of Syrian refugees at 1.4
million. UNHCR said more than
80% of those refugees live below
the poverty line.
Poverty, however, is not exclusive
to refugees in the country and some
Jordanians said they are worried
that funds going to the new city project might be redirected from more
urgent needs for the poor.
“A controversy has hit the Jordanian streets [on whether the new
city is going to be the new capital]
in the past two days, especially
amid questions on the sources that
will fund a project like this and its

impact on the state’s treasury,” reported Asharq al-Awsat newspaper.
It has become clear that Amman
will remain the capital but concerns
over funding remain, especially
considering that the government
is looking to cut bread subsidies to
satisfy conditions of an agreement
with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF).
“This government decision could
ignite popular protests and a revolution of the hungry,” trade union
activist Mohammed al-Snaid told
the website Al-Monitor.
“The citizens’ economic and living conditions are going from bad
to worse because of economically
fruitless government policies that
increase the burdens on the broadest and poorest class. The government ought to address the causes of
indebtedness and not hold the society liable for its debts,” he added.
The Arab Weekly staff and
news agencies.

Lebanon’s economy set to pay the price again

Rami Rayess

is a Lebanese writer. Follow him on
Twitter: @RamiRayess.

Many underlying
economic and
financial issues
remain hard to
resolve.

L

ebanon seems to be
passing through one of
its most severe crises for
some time. The abrupt
resignation of Prime
Minister Saad Hariri,
announced from Riyadh
via a Saudi satellite channel, Al
Arabiya, jeopardised the political
compromise that led to the election
of Michel Aoun to the Lebanese
presidency in October 2016 and
placed the country’s economy at
direct risk.
Fuelling Lebanon’s woes were
the surprise instructions for Saudi
citizens to leave Lebanon, hinting at
future measures to come. Moreover,
while the stability of the Lebanese
pound may give comfort to some,
other underlying factors, ranging
from the country’s refugee population to its ailing infrastructure, may
temper Lebanon’s ability to weather
the storm.
Plans to address those structural
deficiencies, including opening two
oil and gas blocks off its coastline
for drilling have been placed on
hold.
“The council of ministers will
not be able to take a decision in

the current conditions,” said Nassib Ghobril, the chief economist at
Lebanon’s Byblos Bank, of the gas
and oil bills.
Compounding Lebanon’s difficulties is the public debt, which
exceeds $75 billion — 140% of the
gross domestic product, giving
Lebanon a debt-to-GDP ratio among
the highest in the world.
Historically, one of the principal
factors in maintaining economic
stability has been the strength of
the Lebanese pound, which has
been pegged to the dollar since the
1990s. For now, experts seem to
agree that the pound remains safe.
The Central Bank holds $43.5 billion
in foreign currency reserves, which
should prove enough to maintain
the peg for up to two decades at the
current pace of currency conversions.
That notwithstanding, bankers
told the Associated Press they had
experienced a spike in transactions from pound to dollar among
Lebanese accounts since the crisis
erupted.
The country’s economy has struggled for some time. Prior to Hariri’s
dramatic departure, the prime min-

ister had been understood to have
been preparing, along with various
other countries (including Saudi
Arabia), a donor conference in Paris.
His late father, Rafik Hariri, organised three similar conferences.
Differences at home and abroad,
however, as well as the Syrian
tutelage Lebanon laboured under,
severely limited their success.
Now, with its ailing infrastructure, many of Lebanon’s difficulties
seem compounded. The country
hosts approximately 1.3 million
Syrian refugees, who have exerted
pressure on its infrastructure and
job market.
The influx of money-spending
tourists has never reached predicted levels. Accumulating problems
in the sectors of electricity, power,
telecommunications and other
services have not been dealt with.
There is widespread knowledge of
endemic corruption.
Beyond banking, the country’s
one success story, hopes for Lebanon’s economic turnaround have
largely rested on utilities and the
potentially lucrative prospects of
Syria’s reconstruction being staged
from the country. However, the oil

and gas sector has yet to fully establish itself, while many of Damascus’s construction projects appear
to be earmarked for close allies of
the regime.
Many underlying economic and
financial issues remain hard to resolve while the Trump administration continues to levy sanctions and
other punitive measures against
Hezbollah and its institutions in
Lebanon.
While both the Lebanese president and speaker sought to reassure
investors and savers, there were
fears that Hariri’s resignation could
lead to the introduction of several
measures that could jeopardise the
economy. Not least among these is
the possibility of being frozen out
of the international economy as
Qatar has been. For years, Lebanon
relied upon the largesse of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) and,
should that funding source dry up,
the country could face real difficulties.
Lebanon and its economy are at
a crossroads. How developments
unfold will tell a lot about the country’s prospects. What remains certain is that Lebanon is in jeopardy.
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Egypt prepares
for oil and gas
exploration
in Red Sea
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

E

gypt said it expected to invite international oil and
gas companies to start
exploration in its Red Sea
territorial waters during
the first half of 2018 after the completion of seismic and geophysical
studies.
Petroleum Ministry spokesman
Hamdi Abdel Aziz said two companies will “most probably finalise
their studies early next year. The
finalisation of the studies will make
us able to invite international companies to submit their bids to explore oil and gas.”
The state-run Ganoub El Wadi Petroleum Holding Company signed
a $750 million contract in July for
international companies to conduct
seismic and geophysical studies off
Egypt’s Red Sea coast for the first
time.
American Schlumberger and British TGS have reportedly met with
officials from international oil and
gas companies to sell the findings
of their studies on the area.
Egypt and Saudi Arabia signed a
maritime boundary demarcation
deal in 2014 to define their Red Sea
territorial waters in preparation for

oil and gas exploration.
“The government could never
have invited international companies to conduct studies on potential oil and gas reserves in the area
without the deal,” said Salah Hafez,
a former vice-president of the General Petroleum Corporation, the executive arm of the Egyptian Petroleum Ministry.
“International companies are always afraid that the money they
spend on studies such as this will
get lost in the event of border disputes between countries,” he said.
The maritime boundary demarcation deal included the controversial repatriation of two Red Sea
islands to Saudi Arabia, a move
that was met with widespread
discontent in Egypt over the
perceived selling off of its land.
Reports indicate that there are

The Egyptian
Petroleum Ministry
expected there
would be 8 billion
barrels of oil off the
Red Sea coast.

Briefs
Aramco signs
energy deals
worth nearly
$4.5 billion

High hopes. Gas tanks at the desert road of Suez city north of
Cairo. 						
(Reuters)
huge gas and oil reserves in the
Red Sea area. Abdel Aziz said the
ministry expected there would be 8
billion barrels of oil off the Red Sea
coast.
Oil experts said this could be just
a fraction of what might be discovered in the area. In August, an unnamed Petroleum Ministry source
told al-Watan daily that expected
reserves off the Red Sea coast could
turn Egypt into a major oil-exporting country in the next decade,
describing the reserves as a “game
changer.”
Egypt produces 147 million cubic
metres of natural gas daily, which is
expected to rise to 176 million cubic
metres next year when production
goes online from a major Mediterranean field discovered in 2015 by
Italian state-owned Eni. Egypt consumes about 6 billion cubic metres
of gas every day.
Egypt produces about 2.4 million barrels of oil every month.
It imports an additional 1 million
barrels per month to satisfy domestic demand.

A seismic study in 2009 indicated
the presence of natural gas in the
Red Sea area. In 2013, Saudi stateowned Aramco discovered three
oil and two gas fields in the Red Sea
region after using a deep-water rig.
Work was halted in 2015 because of
the cost of exploration and the declining price of oil.
With oil prices picking up, energy
companies are expected to look towards exploration in the region.
“This actually makes us optimistic about the prospects of this region in the future,” Hafez said.
There are, however, challenges,
not least the cost of deep-water exploration in the Red Sea compared
to the Arab Gulf. Depths in the Arab
Gulf rarely exceed 100 metres but
in the Red Sea they can be ten times
deeper.
“The seafloor in the Red Sea is
known to be rough and salt deposits
are also thick,” said Egyptian energy expert Ibrahim Zahran. “This, in
fact, raises the cost of exploration,
which can at the end scare oil companies away.”

Baghdad hits Erbil with new financial restrictions
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

raq’s central government in
Baghdad moved to impose
financial restrictions on the
Kurdistan
Regional
Government (KRG) in Erbil to
strengthen its authority across the
country.
Iraq’s central bank ordered private banks to close branches in the
Kurdistan region to avoid a ban on
dollar sales, Iraqi banking sources
told Reuters. All banks must confirm they have closed their branches to avoid penalties, the sources
said.
Iraqi banking sources said the
measures were intended to control
the flow of hard currency to the
Kurdish region.
Central bank sources said a decision in October to stop selling dollars to four leading Kurdish banks
was still in effect.
A preliminary draft of the 2018
federal budget seen by Reuters
and confirmed by three lawmakers and two Iraqi government officials showed the Kurdistan region’s
share of the 2018 budget trimmed
to 12.6%, down from the 17% the region has traditionally been entitled
to since the fall of Saddam Hussein
in 2003.
The 12.6% figure was “very accurate,” said a government financial
adviser on condition of anonymity. The adviser said it was based
on population data from the Trade
Ministry’s ration card programme.
Iraq’s central government and
the Kurdish autonomous region
have quarrelled over money repeatedly since Saddam’s fall.
The post-Saddam constitution
put in place a system guaranteeing the Kurds’ self-rule with a share

Rising hardships. A man counts money at the Erbil Stock
Exchange, on October 4. 				
of overall revenue proportionate
to their share of the population.
For the past three years, Baghdad
stopped sending funds while the
Kurds held nearly all of northern
Iraq’s oil infrastructure and sold
enough crude to fund themselves.
The Iraqi government’s lightning
advance on October 16 that recaptured oil-producing territory from
the Kurds means the autonomous
region is once again dependent on
Baghdad for funds. The central government demanded a halt to independent Kurdish oil sales.

Iraq’s central bank
ordered private
banks to close their
branches in the
Kurdistan region.

(Reuters)

The reduced budget would dramatically add to the KRG’s financial
difficulties.
Another proposal in the draft
budget would see the central government distribute the Kurdish region’s share of the federal budget
to the three provinces that make
up the region individually, further
undermining KRG control over the
allocation of funds.
“It’s a dangerous sign that indicates that Baghdad is seeking to undermine the political and economic
system in Kurdistan region by cutting the budget share and dealing directly with the provinces,”
Ahmed Hama Rasheed, a Kurd and
the secretary of the financial committee in the federal parliament,
told Reuters.
Kurdish officials criticised the
proposals, accusing Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi of using

the budget to punish the Kurds, who
overwhelmingly voted in September to break away from Iraq in a referendum Baghdad considers illegal.
KRG Prime Minister Nechirvan
Barzani, the nephew of Masoud Barzani, who stepped down as Kurdish
president after the referendum crisis, said the KRG was “prepared to
give them the oil revenue” — apparently an offer to negotiate over its
own sales of oil — if the central government was prepared to give the
Kurds their customary 17% share.
The proposed 2018 federal budget must be approved by Abadi and
referred to parliament to vote on it.
Iraq’s Supreme Federal Court has
ruled that no region or province can
secede, strengthening the government’s hand as it seeks to prevent a
repeat of September’s referendum
vote.
The court is responsible for settling disputes between Iraq’s central government and the country’s
regions and provinces, including
Kurdistan. Its decisions are final and
mandatory for all parties. However,
it has no mechanism to enforce its
ruling in the Kurdish region.
Abadi urged the KRG to abide by
the court’s decision. “We call on
the region to clearly state its commitment to non-separation or independence from Iraq,” he said in a
statement.
The ruling would strengthen Abadi’s hand in future dealings with
the Kurds, Ahmed Younis, a Baghdad-based constitutional expert,
told Reuters.
Abadi said the government was
“taking the necessary measures to
impose federal authorities.” Baghdad was committed to “preserving
Iraq’s unity and preventing any attempt for separation,” he added.
Baghdad has imposed a ban on
direct international flights to and
from the Kurdish region.

Saudi Aramco signed on November 9 agreements worth nearly $4.5
billion with multinational oil and
gas contractors, in what the company dubbed as an effort to diversify
the economy.
The deals were signed with companies including Spain’s Tecnicas
Reunidas, Italy’s Saipem, China Petroleum Pipeline and Abu Dhabi’s
National Petroleum Construction.
Saudi Arabia last year announced
plans to sell 5% of Aramco, the
kingdom’s crown jewel, in what is
expected to be the world’s largest
initial public offering.
The plan forms the cornerstone
of a reform programme envisaged
by Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz to wean the
economy off its reliance on oil.
(Agence France-Presse)

Egypt inflation
inches down
Egypt’s inflation rate dipped for
the third consecutive month in October after hitting a record high on
energy price rises, leaving the central bank on course to begin loosening monetary policy.
Inflation climbed steadily after
the central bank floated the Egyptian pound last November as part
of reforms to secure a $12 billion
International Monetary Fund loan,
reaching a multi-decade high in
July.
(Reuters)

Trump pleads for
Saudi Arabia to
list state oil
company in US
US President Donald Trump said
he spoke with Saudi King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud about listing state-run oil company Saudi
Aramco on a stock market in the
United States.
Trump, speaking as Air Force One
flew to Japan, said he wanted Saudi
Arabia “to strongly consider the
New York Stock Exchange or NASDAQ or frankly anywhere else located in this country.”
(The Associated Press)

Fuel crisis hits
Yemen’s capital
Hundreds of cars lined roads in
Sana’a after rebels who control the
city ordered fuel stations to close,
accusing merchants of taking advantage of a Saudi blockade to hike
prices.
A Saudi-led military coalition
tightened its blockade in Yemen after a ballistic missile fired by Houthi
rebels was intercepted near Riyadh.
Fuel prices spiked 50%. Hassan al-Zaydi, a spokesman for the
Houthi-run Oil Ministry, said merchants refused orders to keep prices
fixed, prompting authorities to shut
the fuel stations.
(The Associated Press)
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Lebanon green schools pave the
way for eco-friendly generations
Samar Kadi

Beirut

G

“

reen
starts
at
school.” With this
motto in mind,
Lebanese NGOs and
an eco-consultancy
firm embarked on a mission to encourage Lebanese private and public schools to turn green.
“We believe in education to promote awareness about the environment and ecology,” said lawyer
Hadla Traboulsi, founder of the
Lebanese Organisation for Green
Schools (LOGS). “School is the natural and ideal place to learn, raise environmental awareness, build habits and citizenship values because
the ultimate objective is to change
people’s practices and behaviour.”
LOGS has been approaching
schools since 2015 with activities
and ideas to help them become
eco-friendly. These include training

School is the natural
and ideal place to learn,
raise environmental
awareness.

Lawyer Hadla Traboulsi,
founder of the Lebanese
Organisation for Green
Schools

teachers on green practices and introducing environmental issues in
the subjects they teach, reorganising the schools’ utilities and premises to make them less harmful to
the environment and assisting the
schools in establishing environmental clubs.
“Students are in charge of running their school’s environmental
club,” Traboulsi said. “By giving
them such responsibilities we are
actually engaging them. They decide on the activities they want to
make and they are being very creative.”
Clubs’ activities include planting
trees, clean-up campaigns, building
vertical gardens in the school court
and showing environment-related
movies and documentaries.
The NGO has created a glossary
of “environmental vocabulary” that
teachers can introduce in language,
mathematics and science classes,
said LOGS educational adviser and
board member Spiro Habash.
“‘Virtual water’ is one example
of this vocab,” Habash said. “For
instance, it takes 140 litres of virtual water to make a cup of coffee
because you need to plant the coffee, irrigate the shrub, process the
seeds, transport it, etc. This raises
awareness about how precious a
commodity water is. Messages are
passed through lessons.”
Helping schools turn green is not
an easy task due to financial and resource limitations, Traboulsi noted.
“Most schools are set in old buildings and it is not always simple to
refurbish them. Financial means
and capacities determine how fast
the school can turn green. Some
schools may have the will but not
the means. Others have both and
can in one year become eco-friendly
by installing photovoltaic systems
and solar panels to save on energy,
etc.”
Green schools in Lebanon are
audited by e-EcoSolutions. The environmental consultancy firm oversees implementation of the Green
Schools Certification Programme,

Building
habits.
A Lebanese
student
speaks about
saving paper
to protect the
environment.
(Green Schools)

under which schools are progressively rewarded for their achievements and commitment to protecting the environment.
“e-EcoSolutions is the appointed
leader of the Lebanon Chapter of the
Global Coalition for Green Schools.
We have given Green School certificates to 38 schools across Lebanon
so far,” said the firm’s CEO Gilbert
Tegho.
He said each school will score
Green Points (GPs) based on a
checklist of sustainability solutions
in the categories of recycling, green
spaces, energy efficiency, water efficiency, health and safety and sustainability education.
“There is a minimum of 20 GPs
that schools should score to qualify
for certification. Depending on the
points scored, the schools may get
bronze, silver, gold or platinum certifications,” Tegho said.
Green Schools Certifications are
valid for two years, after which a
second audit is required to maintain

or upscale the certification level.
“We do the audits and the scoring
because we have the benchmarks
based on an international programme tailored to the country. We
provide schools with a clear guideline of what they can do to become
green. We actually give them free
consultancy on the things that they
can potentially achieve to score
points,” Tegho said.
He noted that most schools in
Lebanon, both private and public,
are engaged in sorting and recycling paper. Many have replaced
bulbs and lighting systems with
light-emitting diode (LED) and energy-saving lights, others installed
double-glazed windows to improve
insulation and reduce energy consumption. Some are collecting rainwater or revamping water pipes
and taps to make them more economical and prevent water leakage.
e-EcoSolutions has been working
with partners and NGOs willing to
help schools develop, including a

bank offering interest-free loans.
“The outcome that we want to
achieve is to change the behaviour
of students to become eco-citizens… They should know that there
is a problem with climate change
but that there are also solutions and
that they can act towards it,” Tegho
said.
Traboulsi lamented that people
in Lebanon fail to react to environmental issues unless they reach a
grave stage. “The garbage collection crisis that plagued Lebanon
two years ago might have had one
advantage in that it acted as a wakeup call and made people realise that
it is a very serious problem affecting their life and their health,” she
said.
“That is why engaging children
and encouraging them to be part
of the solution of environmental
problems is crucial.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

Jordan’s education system
strained by Syrian refugees
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

J

ordan is in dire need of reviewing and upgrading its
weary education system,
which has been further
strained by taking Syrian refugee students into public schools.
A report by the World Bank stated
that a new system in education was
needed in Jordan to improve learning outcomes and raise the level of
qualified teachers and institutions.
“This is a very realistic report
that stresses the fact that one of the
main challenges we are facing is low
access to quality elementary education. There is a need to prepare students from an early age to higher
education standards,” said Hiyam
Jamil, a public school teacher.
“There are many other challenges affecting teachers and schools,”
she said. “Better salaries, better training and a better environment are needed. If the teacher is
well-equipped and satisfied, it will
be beneficial to students and the
whole system.”
The report said Jordanian teachers are unprepared because they receive insufficient pre-service training that leaves them ill-equipped to
teach specific subjects.
In South Shouneh, in the Jor-

dan Valley, Al-Rawda Basic Mixed
School has more than 500 students
and receives almost 100 new students per year, most of whom are
from Syria. That has forced the administration to resort to two shifts
at the school.
The World Bank report said Jordan hosts 660,582 registered Syrian refugees, of which 232,868 are
school-aged children requiring
educational services. As of last
June, approximately 10% of children in public schools were Syrian
refugees. A government census said
around 1.265 million Syrians lived
in Jordan in 2016.
An estimated 80% of refugees
live in host communities, representing 10% of Jordan’s population
of 9.5 million in 2016. The rest live
in refugee camps, such as Zaatari in
Mafraq.
Esra’ Abbas, 13, a Syrian student
who attends a public school in Irbid in northern Jordan, said: “I am
happy to join the school here as I
want to continue my studies away
from the war in my country. Soon,
I will leave for Sweden as a refugee
and continue my dream.”
Education has been the focus
of Jordanian Queen Rania, who
openly expressed dissatisfaction
with the educational system and
the country’s general secondary
education examination (Tawjihi)
at the National Strategy for Human

Resource Development conference
in 2016.
She noted that of the 100,000
students who were registered in
12th grade in 2015, only 60,000 sat
for the secondary certificate exam
and only 40% of those passed. That
means that less than 25% of 12th
grade students will graduate.
Results from 2016 showed a similar pattern. Newspapers carried
shocking headlines such as: “Not a
single student from 300 schools has
passed!” In one case, a blank Tawjihi exam paper was submitted with
the only comment written on it by
the examination hall supervisor:
“The student is almost illiterate. He
cannot read or write properly!”
“A student spent 12 years in our
schools and did not learn how to
read and write!” an outraged Queen
Rania was quoted as saying.
The World Bank report said 20%
of students in second grade could
not read a single word from a passage and nearly half were unable to
solve a single subtraction problem.
A total of 125,378 Jordanian students and 3,214 Syrian students
sat for the Tawjihi summer session
in 2017. Around 81% of schools in
which no students passed the official exam were in rural areas, the
Ministry of Education said.
Refugees are not the only challenge facing the country’s public
education system. The influx of

Elusive dreams. Syrian refugee children between the ages of 6
and 12 line up in a classroom for a lesson in summer school in
Amman, last July.
Jordanian students from private to
public schools is increasing at an
alarming rate due to soaring private
school fees.
“We cannot afford to pay for private schools anymore as one child
costs around $5,000 per year,” said
a father of three who requested
anonymity. “On top of the fees, you
have books, uniforms, stationery,
etc… We finally decided to shift
them to public school to continue
their studies… It was a very hard
decision but we were forced to do
so.”
Jordan has 1,100 private schools,

(AP)

including 550 in Amman.
The World Bank report said that
while most Syrian refugee children
have access to education services
in Jordan, they face the same challenges that disadvantaged Jordanian children do.
The accommodation of thousands of refugees in the education
system has slowed efforts by the
Ministry of Education to improve
quality and manage the system
more efficiently, the report added.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.
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Mostly uncertified
cosmetic centres a
huge draw in Iraq
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

S
Rampant Islamisation. Turkish women, with a red dot painted on their hands, gather outside the
Turkish parliament in Ankara to protest against a draft law granting muftis the right to register
marriage contracts, on October 12.
(AFP)

New Turkish law
on marriages alarms
women’s advocates
Constanze Letsch

Istanbul

T

urkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan signed
into law a controversial bill
that allows for state-registered religious scholars to
conduct civil marriage ceremonies,
a proposal slammed by critics for facilitating child marriages and abuse
of underage girls.
The law lets muftis, Sunni religious scholars who work for the
Turkish Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet), perform and register
civil marriages. Previously they were
only allowed to conduct religious
marriage ceremonies if requested by
the couple but such marriages were
not recognised legally. Only municipalities, registry offices, elected village heads (muhtar in Turkish), captains of ships and Turkish foreign
missions were previously authorised
to conduct civil marriage ceremonies.
While the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP), which brought
the bill before parliament in July,
argued that the legislation will make
registering civil marriages easier, the
opposition criticised the changes as
anti-constitutional and discriminatory.
Filiz Kerestecioglu, an Istanbul
MP for the pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP), warned of
the consequences of handing such
authority to the Diyanet and its employees.
“With this law [the government]
aims to impose a conservative way
of life. This hands very serious control to an institution that says it does
not believe in equality between men
and women and that continuously
preaches that women should not get
a divorce,” Kerestecioglu said in parliament.
She warned that the law would
lead to deeper polarisation in Turkey, driving a wedge between those
who opt for a religious marriage and
those preferring a civil ceremony.
The Republican People’s Party
(CHP), Turkey’s long-standing defenders of a strict secular order, opposed the new law as an attempt
by the AKP to impose an Islamist
agenda. Ozgur Ozel, a CHP MP, announced at a news conference that
his party would apply to the Consti-

tutional Court to challenge the new
authority handed to muftis.
One activist of a major women’s
rights organisation, who wished to
remain anonymous, voiced concern
that the law violates the state’s secular principles.
“To link this civil right to a religious institution is a major breach
of the secular order in Turkey,” she
said, “and this directly affects women’s rights and the principle of gender equality. This is just the first step
but an important one. The next one
could aim at the way we dress and
how to behave in public.”
Erdogan dismissed such criticisms, arguing that most couples in
Turkey wish to marry before a religious authority and that some Western countries let clerics conduct officially recognised weddings.
Women’s rights groups are concerned about abuse and the potential
increase of child marriages, which
they fear clerics are more likely to
turn a blind eye to. Kerestecioglu
said the overwhelming majority of
marriages in which at least one party
is underage in Turkey are conducted
by imams or muftis.
“Turkey is a country where child
abuse is very common,” Kerestecioglu said. “We are being told that
muftis will conduct civil marriages
and that there will not be any official
child marriages. We know that it is

With this law [the
government] aims to
impose a conservative
way of life.

Filiz Kerestecioglu,
an Istanbul MP for the
pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP)

the authority to conduct civil marriages that is being given to muftis.
“But, according to a study conducted by Hacettepe University on
behalf of the Ministry of Family and
Social Policies, 95% of child marriages are conducted by state-approved
imams. So there are already those
who do this and there is absolutely
no guarantee that this will not increase and there will be no cover-ups
once they have the authority to conduct civil marriages.”
In Turkey, the minimum age of
marriage is 17 for both men and
women. UNICEF figures published
in 2016 indicate that 15% of girls in
Turkey marry before the age of 18
and are therefore considered child
brides.
Girls Not Brides, an international
rights group that aims to end child
marriages, warned that the number might be higher as many child
marriages are unregistered. Turkish
women’s rights groups said many
child brides in Turkey come from
Syrian families who entered the
country as refugees and who are especially vulnerable to abuse and exploitation.
Polygamy, outlawed in Turkey
almost a century ago but still practised in rural areas, is on the rise. An
increasing number of Turkish men,
especially in the regions close to the
Syrian border, choose to marry Syrian women despite already being
married to a woman from Turkey.
In some rural areas women risk
ending up as a second, third or even
fourth wife, called “kuma” in Turkish. Such marriages were performed
only by an imam and could therefore
not be officially registered, leaving
women without legal protections or
rights in the event of a separation or
the spouse’s death.
Erdogan argued that the new legislation end to such insecure — and
illegal — marriages. “There will not
be unregistered but registered marriages. It is [this law] that will lift
these irregularities,” he said.
The women’s rights activist was
not reassured.
“The only thing that will happen is
that imams who used to perform illegal marriages will now feel emboldened… They will justify their actions
with religious demands. Things will
only get worse, not better.”
Constanze Letsch is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly in Istanbul.

amar Ahmad wasn’t happy
with her new look after a cosmetic procedure to increase
the volume of her lips at one
of Baghdad’s numerous aesthetic centres.
“It does not resemble the voluptuous mouth of American actress Angelina Jolie. I will not hesitate to do it
again and again until I get the shape
I want,” said Ahmad, an avid user of
Botox and fillers and who has already
had a nose job.
The 43-year-old government employee said she embarked on a “beautification” spree despite the opposition of her husband, who, however,
is an admirer of Lebanese celebrities
Haifa Wehbe and Nancy Ajram, who
are reputed to have gone under the
knife numerous times.
“It is not about pleasing my husband, as much as gaining self-confidence and self-esteem. I feel better
about myself especially as I grow
older,” Ahmad said.
Cosmetic surgeries are in full swing
in Baghdad, beauty salons are thriving and surgeons who have spent
years performing reconstructive surgery to repair terrible disfigurements
caused by war are trying to meet a
surge in demand for elective cosmetic procedures.
Plastic surgeon Dr Ali Saadi
warned against “the scary” rampant phenomenon that has led
to the mushrooming of unqualified and uncertified cosmetic surgery centres that caused more
harm than beauty.
“Most beauty salons are unreliable
and do not abide by the criteria set by
the Health Ministry and the order of
physicians. They are money-makers
seeking to drain the pockets of their
clients regardless of the outcome of
the surgery,” Saadi said.
Saadi said some physicians obtained licences for unqualified beauty salons in return for bribes.
“The surge in demand for cosmetic
procedures is the main reason behind
the phenomenal outspread of beauty
centres. Iraqis are taking advantage
of the relative improvement in security after 2007 to enhance their
looks,” he said.
The trend has been fuelled by the
arrival of satellite television, which,
since 2003, has beamed into Iraqi
living rooms the glamorous Arab
and international celebrities who are
known to be regular clients of cosmetic surgeons.
The results aren’t always what the
patient expected, however. Accidents and mistakes have occurred in
uncertified and poorly equipped centres, causing deformities and health
problems.
Saadi said his clients include men,
women and young girls who do not

really need cosmetic enhancement.
“Botox and fillers are very popular among young university students
who seek to augment their lips or
certain spots of their face to look
more attractive and fresh. Whereas,
facelifts and fat reduction through liposuction are increasingly in demand
among women of a certain age,” Saadi
noted.
The most popular operation among
all age brackets and both genders is
rhinoplasty — the reshaping of the
nose — family physician Dr Ahmad
al-Radini said.
He said that a typical nose job,
involving internal intervention to
straighten cartilage and external
beautification, charges range $1,500$2,500. Liposuction can cost up to
$4,000. Charges for fillers and Botox,
respectively, are $150-$200 and $200$250 per injection, depending on materials used.
“Unfortunately, there are dozens of
centres, operating without any control, where serious medical mistakes
and irreversible deformities have
been committed because the material used is not original or expired,”
Radini said, adding that the government should establish specialised
institutes to form and train personnel
to meet the increasing demand for
cosmetic procedures.
There is no official survey of cosmetic centres in Iraq, which have
been a booming business since 2003.
A source at the Ministry of Health
said cosmetic procedures are performed in more than 500 centres, of
which only 50 are certified.
The source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said inspection
committees are bribed or pressured
by influential parties financing unlicensed centres to give a positive assessment of their performance.
Plastic surgery in Iraq is turning
into a collective obsession, reflecting
openness in the conservative Iraqi
society despite the prevailing religious rhetoric.
At the crowded Shaimaa’ Beauty
centre in Baghdad’s al-Mansoor
neighbourhood, 21-year-old Lama
Aziz looked out of place. She has a
beautiful face and slim body, which
do not require any obvious improvement.
“I desire to have a ‘Texas jawline,’
which I consider as a mark of beauty,”
she said. “It is true people admire my
looks but the touches I seek improve
my beauty and femininity.”
Saadi said the craze for cosmetic
operations is a welcome change from
treating the casualties of war and
terrorism. He said Iraqi surgeons acquired unparalleled experience in
fixing people, making conventional
cosmetic operations a relatively easy
task.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.

Rampant phenomenon. A clinic and beauty salon

in Baghdad.

(Provided by Oumayma Omar)
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Louvre Abu Dhabi

Louvre Abu Dhabi opens to the public
Iman Zayat
is the Managing Editor of The Arab Weekly.

Louvre Abu Dhabi
reflects UAE’s
commitment to
intercultural dialogue

T
Strong support. Moroccan King Mohammed VI (L), French President Emmanuel Macron (2nd-L), his
wife Brigitte Macron and Director-General of Abu Dhabi’s Tourism and Culture Authority Mohamed
Khalifa al-Mubarak (2nd-R) visit the Louvre Abu Dhabi Museum during its inauguration in Abu Dhabi,
on November 8.
(AP)

Faith Salama

Abu Dhabi

A

week-long
series
of
festivities and art performances marked the
much-anticipated opening of the Louvre Abu

Dhabi.
The opening of the landmark
museum, which is being hailed
as a spectacular display of global
art history, comes a decade after
France and the United Arab Emirates agreed to a 30-year partnership
reportedly worth $1.1 billion.
French President Emmanuel Macron joined Abu Dhabi Crown Prince
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed alNahyan and Dubai ruler Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum for the
official inauguration November 8.
Macron, on his first official visit to
the UAE, toured the 12-gallery museum along with the Moroccan King
Mohammed VI and Afghan President Ashraf Ghani.
The museum was a “bridge between civilisations,” Macron said at
the inauguration. “Those who seek
to say that Islam is the destruction
of other religions are liars.”
Situated in the cultural district
of Abu Dhabi’s Saadiyat Island, the
museum is a stunning architectural
achievement, offering a novel perspective on the history of art. With
artwork and artefacts from around
the globe, the museum’s collections take visitors on a chronological journey from prehistory to the
present, with chapters featuring the
establishment of the first villages,
universal religions, cosmography,
the magnificence of the royal court
and the modern world.
Designed by French Pritzker
Prize-winning architect Jean Nouvel, the Louvre Abu Dhabi is a mas-

terful structure that pays homage
to the country’s Arab heritage. Constructed of eight layers of interlocking steel and aluminium, the top
forms a silver-toned dome that both
dominates and enlivens the space
below. A complex geometrical pattern creates more than 7,800 starlike openings along the dome and
white-walled buildings accommodate the museum below the dome.
Altogether, the museum conjures
the image of an Arab medina as seen
through the eyes of a contemporary
cinematographer.
Mohamed al-Mubarak, chairman
of the Tourism and Culture Department-Abu Dhabi and the Tourism
Development and Investment Company, said in statements conveyed
by the Emirati news agency WAM
that the museum “celebrates the
innate human fascination with discovery.”

Situated in the cultural
district of Abu Dhabi’s
Saadiyat Island, the
museum is a stunning
architectural
achievement.
“Each visitor will encounter extraordinary artworks and artefacts
from global cultures that are both
familiar and surprising,” he said.
This commitment to diversity
is reflected across the museum’s
6,400 sq. metres of galleries, which
place special emphasis on human
solidarity.
The museum’s growing collection includes ancient archaeological finds, decorative art, neoclassical sculptures, paintings by modern
masters and contemporary installations.
Ancient masterpieces include a
Bactrian princess created in Central

Stunning achievement. A general view shows part of the Louvre
Abu Dhabi Museum, on November 8. 			
(AFP)

Asia at the end of the third millennium BC, a Grecian sphinx from
the sixth century BC and an Iranian
gold bracelet in the shape of a lion.
Artefacts of the world’s major religions are also on display, including
a leaf from the Blue Quran, a Gothic
Bible, a Standing Bodhisattva from
the second-third century and a
white marble Buddha head from
China.
Highlights from later periods include an ancient astrolabe, a display
on the science of cosmography, a
red Chinese lacquer chest of drawers produced in France by Bernard
II van Risenburgh and Giovanni
Bellini’s “Madonna and Child.”
In a gallery called the Magnificence of the Court, Benin bronzes
are juxtaposed with a bronze equestrian statue of King Philip of Spain
by Lorenzo Vaccaro (1702-05).
A series of iconic paintings captures the emergence of the modern
world, including Gustave Caillebotte’s “The Bezique Game,” Edouard Manet’s “The Gypsy,” Paul
Gauguin’s “Children Wrestling,”
Osman Hamdi Bey’s “A Young Emir
Studying,” Piet Mondrian’s “Composition with Blue, Red, Yellow and
Black,” René Magritte’s “The Subjugated Reader” and Pablo Picasso’s
“Portrait of a Lady.”
The museum’s contemporary art
collection has nine canvases by Cy
Twombly and a monumental sculpture by renowned Chinese artist Ai
Weiwei. Jenny Holzer and Giuseppe
Penone have created monumental
site-specific installations.
Director of Louvre Abu Dhabi Manuel Rabaté said it “sets a benchmark for the region, attracting the
next generation of talented museum professionals” and has “reinvented the 18th-century premise of
the universal museum.”
“By exhibiting works from diverse cultures in the same space,
our curation shows the interconnectedness of different ideologies,
aesthetics and artistic techniques.
The museum story transports visitors through a history of humanity
illuminated by our collection of exceptional treasures,” Rabaté said.
As part of an agreement between
the UAE and France, Louvre Abu
Dhabi has access to the expertise
and training of 17 French partner
institutions. It should also benefit
from borrowing privileges with 13
leading French museums for ten
years as well as from special exhibitions organised by these institutions for 15 years.
A programme of special exhibitions is to begin in December.
Faith Salama is a Lebanese
journalist.

he much-awaited
tional Film Festival, the Dubai Interinauguration of the
national Jazz Festival, the Fujairah
Louvre Abu Dhabi was
International Monodrama Festival,
met with widespread
the Fujairah International Arts Fesmedia claim, with Brittival, the Sharjah Water Festival and
ain’s Guardian newsthe Sharjah International Children’s
paper describing it as
Film Festival.
a “spectacular palace of culture”
With a thriving artistic and creaand the New York Times calling it
tive landscape, the UAE has made
“a cultural cornerstone where East
cultural preservation one of its foremeets West.”
most priorities. The UAE views its
The praise is well-earned. The
cultural sector as a principal compoLouvre Abu Dhabi is both a magnent of its long-term strategy, which
nificent architectural feat and a
it is using its abundant oil revenue
wondrous display of the world’s
to develop. It envisions cultural
artistic heritage. Even more crititourism as serving as a powerful
cally, the museum, which opened to
magnet in the post-oil era.
the public November 11, serves as a
Thus far, the UAE’s cultural
powerful statement of creativity and
preservation efforts have afforded
innovation in a Middle East region
it a prestigious position on the
long plagued by fundamentalism
international scene. Such efforts
and intolerance.
have also helped it promote a more
In light of despicable attacks on
positive image of Islam. It is no
the world’s cultural and heritage
wonder, then, that analysts and
sites by extremist groups, a proexperts have frequently described
ject of this magnitude is especially
the UAE’s cultural achievements
welcome.
as a key element of its soft power,
Such attacks included the Talia mechanism through which it can
ban’s destruction of the Buddhas of
foster exchange, promote knowlBamiyan in Afghanistan, the Islamic
edge and build bridges between
State’s looting and demolition of
communities.
ancient artefacts in Iraq’s Mosul
Museum, a 2015 attack on the Bardo
The UAE is likely
National Museum in Tunisia and
to inspire other
the Islamic State’s demolition of the
Assyrian city of Nimrud south of
countries to
Mosul and plundering of heritage
place similar
sites in the historical city of Palmyra
in Syria.
value on shared
The United Arab Emirates’ comheritage and
mitment to constructing a first-class
culture.
art museum has helped provide a
counter-narrative to such destruction. By highlighting artistic conThe inauguration of the Louvre
tributions from around the world
Abu Dhabi on November 8, which
and from different eras of human
was attended by political, religious
history, the Louvre Abu Dhabi is a
and cultural leaders from around
much-needed ray of light in a time
the world, confirmed the country’s
of darkness.
vision for a more tolerant and open
The newly opened museum is
future. The attendance of Afghan
only the latest of the UAE’s cultural
President Ashraf Ghani, whose
contributions. The country boasts
country has experienced its share of
more than 45 museums dedicated
cultural destruction, was particuto art, history, nature and science.
larly symbolic.
Among the country’s top museums
The inauguration and its strong
are the Pearl Museum in Deira, the
international support sent the critiDubai Museum, the Sharjah Science
cal statement that those who seek to
Museum, the Sharjah Natural Hisdestroy human heritage do not do
tory Museum and Desert Park, the
so in the name of religion or in the
Al Manama Fort and Museum in Ajname of Arab society.
man, the Umm al-Quwain Fort and
While the Louvre Abu Dhabi
Museum, the Fujairah Muserepresents a step forward, will
um, the National Museum
Emirati efforts to spearhead
of Ras al-Khaimah and
comprehensive change have a
the Maritime Museum in
positive effect on all countries
Manarat Al Saadiyat.
in the Arab region?
Two new state-of-theAlmost certainly.
art museums are to open
Cultural projects such as
on Saadiyat Island, where
this are among the best ways
the UAE plans to launch the
to create spaces where
Guggenheim Abu Dhabi, deall cultures can come
signed by Frank Gehry, and
together, engage in proZayed National Museum,
ductive dialogue and
designed by Norman Fospursue transformation.
ter’s architectural firm.
By taking the first step, the
In addition to hostUAE is likely to inspire other
ing diversified mucountries to place similar value
seums, the country
on shared heritage and culture.
organises hundreds of
The latest museum will prove
annual festivals to celebrate
especially useful towards this
various art forms, including
end given that it incorporates
cinema, music, photogranot only Emirati heritage
phy, theatre, paintinto its design but contriing, sculpture and
butions from the entire
heritage. Some of the
world.
major festivals are
Exceptional treasures.
Al Dhafra Festival in
A statue of Roman general and statesman
Abu Dhabi, the Abu
Julius Caesar (101-44BC), part of the
Dhabi Film Festival,
collection of the Louvre Abu Dhabi.
(AFP)
the Dubai Interna-
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51 years on, Carthage Film Festival
still popular with critics, public
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

W

ith stars of Arab
and African cinema
walking the red carpet and thousands
of fans lining up
outside the few remaining movie
theatres in Tunis, the Carthage Film
Festival kicked off its 28th edition.
The opening ceremony honoured the Palestinian cause by
screening Rashid Masharawi’s
“Writing on the Snow.” Other movies shown aimed to revive a festival
tradition of celebrating the cinema
of the southern parts of the world.
This year’s edition celebrated the
cinema of Algeria, Argentina and
South Africa.
“In this edition, we have sought
to reconcile the fundamentals of
the festival and the spirit and requirements of our times. This is an
African and Arab festival by excellence so all the competitions are
dedicated to Arab and African films
and we have tried to gradually
strike balance between African and
Arab films with emphasis on Africa
as a cornerstone,” festival Director
Nejib Ayed said at the opening ceremony November 4.
“The festival is dedicated for the
cinema of the south and particularly for three continents: Africa, Asia
and Latin America,” he said.
The Carthage Film Festival,
which closed November 11, attracted thousands of cinema critics and
enthusiasts who were treated to
180 films. Fifty-one, representing
27 countries, took part in the official competition. The festival featured 19 international premieres,
27 African ones and 23 Arab films.
“This edition has featured a record number of 37 long features, 18
of which are fiction features, and
41 short films. This is a first as this
is something new in this edition,”
Ayed pointed out at a news conference.
“Tunisia is alive and buzzing with
life and production and is capable
of producing good quality,” he said.
This year’s edition featured films
that explored social and political
themes ranging from immigration
to unemployment to civil war.
Ayed pointed out that the

Aspiring talents. Tunisian actresses Manal Hamrouni (L) and Racha Ben Maaouia arrive for the
opening ceremony of the Carthage Film Festival, on November 4. 				
Carthage Film Festival celebrates
film-makers.
“In a nutshell, the stars of the
festival are the film-makers. There
are great actors and actresses who
have talent but we don’t celebrate
the cult of stars. The stars of this
festival are the makers of the movies,” Ayed said.
Dating to 1966, the Carthage Film
Festival is the oldest in Africa.
“We wanted to discard the empty
rituals of festivals and all the blingbling culture because the quality of
the festival is measured by the level
and quality of the films competing,

The 28th edition of
the Carthage Film
Festival has featured
a record number of
37 long features, 18
of which are fiction
features, and 41
short films.

(AFP)

the calibre of the guests and the dynamics it creates,” Ayed explained.
“The festival has an aspect of
activism that must be celebrated.
Most of the movies are revolutionary and thought-provoking. Most
of these movies are also made by
young generations who need to
have a place in such festivals.”
Palestinian film director Raed
Andoni, whose documentary “Fix
ME” won the Golden Tanit for best
documentary in 2010, competed
this year in the documentary section with “Ghost Hunting.”
Andoni said the Carthage Film

Festival is unique as its audience
determines its success.
“When I think of the Carthage
Film Festival, I immediately think
of the audience who are unique
and amazing,” he said. “When I go
to the cinema, I see everyone and
not only intellectuals and all generations. There are young students
and the elderly, too.
“That is the imprint of the festival. The festival is a celebration of
cinema because it raises the importance of cinema in the cultural
scene. It is unique because it has
a real dedicated audience. So it is
more than the celebration. Many
other festivals have only the celebration part but we cannot evolve
without having cultural revolution
that comes with the audience.”
Tunisian film-maker Insaf Arfa
stressed the importance of the festival for aspiring film-makers.
“As a young film-maker, it is important for me to participate in one
of the oldest and biggest festivals
on both the Arab and African levels,” Arfa said. “This edition has a
great number of Tunisian films and
in the short film competition. Also,
the fact that the Tunisian film directors competing in the short film
section are all women gives a boost
for all female film-makers.”
“Tunisian cinema is evolving and
you can feel this year that there is a
new breath and a new generation
of Tunisian film-makers who are
producing a different cinema than
what we saw before. That is something to enjoy,” she added.
Tunisians who attended the
screenings and debates said they
left enriched by the experience.
“I think I fell in love with cinema
in one of the past editions of the
Carthage Film Festival. Ever since,
I became a regular attendee of the
festival,” Souleima, a student, said.
“It is a week that brings life to the
country and you meet people with
whom you share the same passion.”
“I have been a follower for years
now and just talking about the
spirit of the festival brings me joy.
People come here and wait for tickets and attend all the movie screening,” Nour El Houda Alhmadi said.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Egypt’s cinemas face uncertain future amid closures
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he area outside of the renowned Faten Hamama
Cinema in southern Cairo
is as busy as ever. The
roads are jammed with
motorists and pedestrians warily
crossing them while street hawkers
sell their wares.
Only one thing is missing:
The Faten Hamama Cinema — a
mecca for Cairene moviegoers for
decades — is closed. For Rhoda
Island in the Nile, which is home
to Cairo’s El-Manial district, the
historic cinema had been a major
draw.
The Faten Hamama Cinema closure is part of a trend that has seen
hundreds of cinemas and theatres
across the country shut down over
the past few years.
“The closure of movie theatres
is a national catastrophe,” said film
and television director Mohammed
Fadel. “It says a lot about Egypt’s
receding cultural importance and
about the problems the cinema industry is facing.”

In its cinematic heyday of the
1980s, Egypt had as many as 500
cinemas, with at least one theatre
in each of Egypt’s 27 provinces.
Today, there are fewer than 80 cinemas in Egypt, with many under
threat of closure. At least 16 provinces do not have a single movie
theatre.
The trend is indicative of a wider
malaise in Egypt’s once-thriving
film industry. Egyptian cinema
used to produce hundreds of movies each year, enshrining Egypt’s
position as a regional cultural powerhouse, but the entire industry is
in decline in Egypt.
Opened by the Ministry of Culture in 1984, Faten Hamama Cinema was bought a few months
ago by a real estate developer who
plans to demolish the historic
building and replace it with a lavish apartment building.
Many historic cinemas in Cairo
and Alexandria have suffered the
same fate. Some point out that
the older movie houses were replaced by more modern cinemas
that offer multiple screens — such
as Star Cinema in Cairo’s City Star
mall and Vox Cinema in the Mall of
Egypt near 6th of October city but

purists argue the new cinemas lack
the character and feel of Egypt’s
old theatres.
They also say the decline in the
number of cinemas reflects a decline in Egypt’s cultural influence.
“You cannot rule out the impor-

The closure of movie
theatres is a national
catastrophe.

Film and television director
Mohammed Fadel

tance of cinema as a component
of a country’s appeal, especially
outside national borders,” said
Egyptian cinema critic Ali Abu
Shadi. “For many years in the past,
Egypt’s cultural importance boiled
down, among other things, to the
quality of the films it produced.”
The films, along with Egypt’s
cinemas, are in decline, resulting
in fewer jobs for Egyptians who
work in the film industry, whether
as directors, actors and writers or
on the crew as lighting engineers,
make-up artists and costume and
set designers.
A smaller film industry not only
means that fewer films are made, it
also means that the scope for innovative and artistic movies is greatly
reduced by the pursuit of profits
over art.
This is an opinion Fadel agrees
with. His most recent movie, a
biopic of Egyptian singer Umm
Kulthum, was released in 1999.
Since then, the director of the television series “White Flag” and
the film “Nasser 56″ among other
works, has opted not to return to
the director’s chair.
“I cannot destroy my history by
being part of the ongoing artistic

scandal,” Fadel said. “Few producers call me these days but I refuse
to participate in works that are far
below my standards.”
Among the factors behind the
decline in cinemas is that fewer
people go to the movies in Egypt
compared to the past. Internet
piracy allows the tech-savvy to
watch the same films at home for
free. Globalisation also means Arabs who do go to the cinema may
not go to watch Arabic-language
movies, which have a hard time
competing with Hollywood films.
Egypt’s cinema industry took a
downturn in the early 1970s when
the government stopped producing films, leaving the scene to the
private sector.
This is why scriptwriter Bashir
al-Deek called for a twist that few
other artists would endorse: The
return of the state. He described
the private sector in Egypt as a
“hopeless case” because it only
cares about profit.
“This is why the state must return to cinema production,” Deek
said. “I know governments are not
there to produce films but state
sponsorship of the cinema pays off,
at least in Egypt’s context.”
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Agenda
Beirut:
Through December 28
Events associated with Sursock
Museum Late Nights occur
noon-9pm each Thursday at the
Sursock Museum. The events
include exhibitions, collection
displays, late-night talks, performances and screenings.
Dubai:
Through December 31

A hot-air balloon prepares to land near the Colossi of Memnon, two sandstone statues of Amenhotep III, that stand on the western bank
of the Nile River in Luxor. 												 (Mohamed Abu Shanab)

Hot-air balloons soar
in the skies of Luxor
Mohamed Abu Shanab

Luxor

A

s they slowly rose into
the early morning light,
colourful hot-air balloons filled the sky in
a few minutes, giving
passengers a matchless view of the
world’s largest open-air museum.
While people on the ground admired the mosaic of colours formed
by the balloons, lucky balloonists
flew for kilometres and soared hundreds of metres above Luxor, enjoying a rare sight of the ancient southern Egyptian city.
“This is why everybody coming
here is so keen to enjoy the experience of flying over Luxor in the balloons,” said Mohamed Ezz, a hot-air
balloon pilot. “The flights are a new
way to enjoy the beauty of the antiquities of this part of Egypt.”
Not quite new, however, because
balloons have been flying in Luxor’s
sky for years. However, to some,
they top all other means of exploring and enjoying the pharaonic city.
Hot-air balloon activities thrive in
the winter when weather conditions
are most appropriate for the rides.
The flights usually start at dawn
to allow passengers to have a sunrise view of the spectacular scenery
of the desert, the greenery, the Nile
and the ancient monuments that
make up Luxor’s landscape.
Visiting Luxor landmarks, including the Temple of Karnak and the
Valley of the Kings, is a memorable
experience but seeing the monuments from above is truly a thrill,
said Mahmud Merghani, an anthropologist from Cairo. He said he

“La Perle” features 65 artists
performing amazing stunts and
aerial antics above an on-stage
pool filled with 2.7 million litres
of water in a state-of-the-art,
custom-built theatre. The show
takes place at Al Habtoor City.
Dubai:
Through April 7
Global Village is a large seasonal
cultural event that offers visitors
an array of festivals, shopping
and entertainment in an open-air
theme park. This entertainment and shopping destination
involves more than 70 participating countries presented in more
than 36 pavilions. Participants
can enjoy more than 50 rides and
26 restaurants offering food from
around the world.
Beirut:
November 16-18
The seventh Beirut Cooking Festival is to take place at the Biel
Pavillon Royal. The event brings
together the best in cuisine,
wine, beer and spirits. Celebrity
chefs will be on hand to meet
people and share recipes, entertaining dishes, cocktail courses
and new trends in cooking.
Cairo:
November 21-30

Hot-air balloons during a ride over the ancient city of Luxor. 			
never visits Luxor without taking a
hot-air balloon ride.
“The ride above and past these
landmarks gives you a deep insight
into the greatness of the ancient
Egyptian civilisation,” he said. “Every time I take the balloon flight I
discover new things about Luxor, its
monuments and its landscape.”
Among the main monuments that
balloonists can explore from above
are the Temple of Montu, about 5km
north-east of the Temple of Karnak;
Medamud, an ancient settlement
north-east of Luxor; Ramesseum,
the memorial temple of Pharaoh
Ramses II, and Medinet Habu,
the mortuary temple of Pharaoh

Ramses III, which is a key structure
from the New Kingdom phase.
Hot-air balloon rides were suspended in Luxor for months in 2013
following an accident in which a balloon caught fire and plummeted to
the ground, killing 19 passengers.
An inquiry into the tragedy found

Hot-air balloons prepare to take-off in the ancient city of Luxor. 		

The scenery of the
desert, the greenery,
the Nile and the
ancient monuments
that make up Luxor’s
landscape are
unbeatable.

(Mohamed Abu Shanab)

(Mohamed Abu Shanab)

out that it was caused by a fuel leak
from a gas hose connection. Since
then hot-air balloon safety measures
have been revolutionised, Ezz said,
with attention paid to every detail in
the operation of the balloon.
“Before taking off, specialists
check the safety of all gas hoses, the
strength of the ropes attaching the
basket to the balloon and weather
conditions and wind direction. The
safety of those on board is our top
priority,” he said.
The balloons usually travel 30-45
minutes above Luxor for each ride,
giving passengers ample time to
get a glimpse of almost everything
worth viewing from above in the
city.
Companies organising the flights
usually pick up clients at hotels and
transport them to the balloon centres where they receive detailed information about the rides, safety instructions and the sites they will fly
over. On the way from the hotels to
the centres, the travellers are offered
hot and cold drinks and snacks. The
flight package usually includes a
cultural programme featuring folklore or other performances
Flight prices depend on the time
of the year with winter being the
busiest and more expensive season.
Prices range $50-$100 per person.
Ahmed Aboud, the manager of
a tour company, noted that an increasing number of visitors are taking hot-air balloon rides.
“Those who take the ride once tell
their friends about it, which is the
best promotion for our business,”
Aboud said. “This is why the rides
are becoming an essential part of
the packages of almost all those who
visit Luxor.”
Mohamed Abu Shanab is an
Egyptian reporter.

The Cairo International Film
Festival, established in 1976, will
have its 39th edition at the Opera
House over ten days. The programme includes world cinema
projections, seminars, workshops, debates and tributes.
Algiers:
December 1-8
The eighth Algiers International Film Festival takes place
in El Mouggar Theatre and
the Cinematheque of Algiers.
Documentaries and fiction films
are scheduled in an event that
brings together independent
movie producers from all over
the world.
Egypt:
December 1-31
The Sphinx Festival explores
and promotes the cultural arts
of Egypt. It includes music,
dance and poetry performances,
traditional ethnic costumes,
workshops and Egyptian dance
classes. The festival takes place
at various venues, including
the ancient Abusir Sun Temple,
Cairo and the Egyptian oasis.
Dubai:
December 6-13
Dubai International Film Festival
is a celebration of Arab and
international cinema. In its 14th
edition, the festival will showcase more than 120 films from
Hollywood, Bollywood and
elsewhere. A parallel programme
will include seminars, debates
and meetings.
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